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A simple sinusoidal function is used to study the reflectance change from a
rough, homogeneous surface in two dimensions along the solar plane, and in three
dimensions for a full hemispherical distribution. Results indicate that, for nadir
viewing, observed radiance decreases substantially as roughness increases, but that
there is virtually no change in the spectral character of the radiation. Second order
reflectance contributes little to the overall reflectance even for the roughest surfaces
considered. Shadowing and obscuration result in abrupt changes in reflectance for
large viewing or illumination angles, which are likely to be insignificant for above-
water, nadir-viewing instruments.
Light reflected into different directions by a rough, locally diffuse surface loses
its Lambertian behavior as roughness increases. The darkening of a surface as
observed by a remote sensing system is due to the redistribution of light into the
retroreflection and forward scattering directions. It is shown that the geometric
variation that causes the surface roughness alone can significantly affect the ap-
parent roughness of a surface. An analytical expression is developed that describes
the near-field situation and that shows how the far-field condition is reached.
To study how light is redistributed as it reemerges from an air-water-bottom
system consisting of roughened surfaces with subsequent changes in indices of re-
fraction, the surface representation is transformed from a three-dimensional func-
tion describing the location and orientation of facets to a point in space with facet
tilts varying according to a statistical distribution. Specular reflections from the
surfaces are transferred in the system using Mueller matrices and Stokes vectors
in order to include polarization that cannot easily be handled using other formula-
tions. Model predictions match published observations. As with a diffuse surface,
specular reflections are redistributed with surface roughness. The specular peak
initially appears to be centered around the specular direction but moves toward
the horizon with increasing incidence angle. This peak also widens with rough-
ness but at the same time decreases in intensity. Light is polarized as it interacts
with each surface in the system, however, without absorption or scattering in the
medium there is very little or no significant overall effect.
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CHAPTER 1
PROLOGUE
Day 1
First scientist: I think it works this way.
Second scientist: No, I think it works this way.
Day 2
First scientist: I’m sorry, I think you are right.
Second scientist: No, I’m sorry, I think you are right.
Two scientists in the Bahamas in 2001
1.1 Motivation
Does the apparent reflectance of a sandy bottom increase or decrease with increas-
ing roughness? The question may seem trivial; a simple gedankenexperiment would
have told us that if the surface were perfectly diffuse, its bright “spots” would be
distributed in a wider range of directions other than straight up as its roughness
increases. But would its overall reflectance decrease, and if so, how quickly, and is
there a roughness beyond which there is no change? A detector would have to be
extensive enough to be capable of receiving all the light leaving from the surface
in all directions. How would the light be redistributed by the rough surface and
would that modify the assumptions underlying a diffusely reflecting surface? If one
considered a wide enough area on the surface, assuming that this is possible, would
one not detect an average brightness that would compensate for any directional
loss of light? How small do the roughnesses need to be to be detectable? The
1
2simple question becomes a more interesting problem and, as it happens, is impor-
tant in many aspects of imaging, from planetary remote sensing, tactical planning,
computer graphics and rendering, machine vision, and the many branches that
extend from these fields. It is interesting in the forward problem: if we had such
and such a surface, what would it look like? It is equally interesting in the reverse
problem: if we had an image of a surface, can we deduce its shape or texture?
Many of the approaches to the problem address issues raised for a particular
application. In our case, the initial question had to do with the ability to distin-
guish the different optically shallow water bottom types that were apparent from
just above-water or tell their depths by looking at the changes in their reflectances
at different spectral wavelengths. For most oceanographic applications, light is
measured by a detector looking in a certain direction within a narrow field of view.
This adds a directional component to our problem. Would the same surface look
darker or brighter as we move toward looking at grazing angles, i.e., very close to
parallel the surface? Are there ways to optimize the observations for particular
types of measurements? How does the direction dependence affect the directional
distribution of its roughness if such a directionality exists?
The simple answer is: As the rippling, the deepening of the troughs and the
heightening of the peaks, of a submerged shallow bright sandy bottom in clear
natural water intensifies, it becomes less bright than a similar material but flat
surface. The energy distribution is also significantly different than that of a flat
surface. This, nonetheless, leads to further questions.
Can one measure the effect of surface geometry and be able to separate it from
material effects given the specifications of an instrument? How much does the
surface reflectance change as one moves farther away from the surface? What
3would the behavior of the full reflectance distribution look like? What would the
difference be between a shiny and a dull surface? What follows is the story of
further explorations.
1.2 Overview
The use of a sinusoid is perhaps the simplest way to express the roughness or
shape of a surface and to vary it. For a sinusoid, the ratio of the amplitude to the
period of its defining waveform provides a simple, convenient measure of roughness.
Specifically, we choose as a roughness measure the ratio of half its height to its
period and use this throughout the three main parts of this work, even as we move
from two to three dimensions.
In two dimensions, the surface geometry is the simplest and allows the easy
inclusion of absorption by the water medium, multiple reflections on the surface,
as well as shadowing and obscuration effects. Changes in reflectance in Part I
(Chap. 2) are affected by the distance light traverses in the water; the longer
these paths, the greater the opportunity that light is absorbed and thus less light
emerges. The surface in Chapter 2 is assumed to be perfectly diffuse such that
light incident at a point on the surface is equally scattered in all directions. A
tilted part of the surface thus contributes to light incident on other parts of the
surface. However many interactions light has with the surface determines the order
of scattering. To study the effects of multiple scattering we explore second order
reflections. Also, because we are mainly concerned with the geometrical effects of
roughness, the phenomena of shadowing and obscuration are explored. It turns out
that care is required in choosing the functional expression to represent a surface
to properly take these into account.
4A related question of how much brighter or darker an undulating surface ap-
pears when a detector sees different portions of it is addressed in Part II (Chap. 3).
When a detector is close enough to the surface it may see only a portion of a wave-
form and the observed reflectance can be expected to change with the distance
from the surface. Chapter 3 is dedicated to finding an analytic expression to un-
derstand the purely geometrical effects of viewing the surface in transition from
the near-field to the far-fieldcase. In this chapter we move into three dimensions
but keep the detector looking straight down. Furthermore, there is no absorption
in the water and the air-water interface is ignored. This short exposition confirms
our results in Chapter 2.
Part III (Chap. 4) is a preliminary attempt to treat the entire system including
a realistic water surface and a rough bottom. In order to simplify the calculations
in three dimensions, a statistical distribution of slopes at a single point in space
is used to represent the surface and thus the light distribution below the water
surface. This distribution can then be assumed to be spatially invariant, as if the
slopes were distributed randomly over a two-dimensional water surface. Absorp-
tion in the water is again ignored. No multiple reflections are allowed. Only the
specular component of the surface interactions is studied for this preliminary test.
These simplifying assumptions facilitate the analysis of the directional distribution
of the reflectance, further confirming previous results. Vector calculus and Mueller
matrices are used because they provide the most convenient way of following the
interactions of and describing light transfer in the system. The measure of the
polarization state of light at any point is intrinsic to a Mueller matrix and al-
lows us to briefly analyze polarization changes throughout the system. However,
without absorption in the system polarization effects induced in the system by
5surface roughness alone are negligible. The model formulation does not prohibit
absorption, but is left for later investigations.
The treatments in Chapter 2 only deal with light traveling in two dimensions,
and on the principal plane. Surface roughness in this system has an infinite bound-
ary on either side of this plane. Although the surface is extended into three dimen-
sions in Chapter 3 there is no directional reflectance distribution to consider, the
only viewing direction being straight down. The calculus developed for the Mueller
matrix approach (more below) allows for the computation of the directional distri-
bution of light, but also introduces a whole new notation set. We modify it only
as needed to distinguish the variables that change as the light is transferred within
the system. In Chapter 2 we adhere closely to the notation set out by Mobley
(1994) that is used by the ocean optics community. A greater generalization was
desired in Chapter 3 and, because it was mostly a calculus problem, we used nota-
tion for vectors from general calculus, including attaching spherical trigonometric
concepts as required, while tending to the notation of the wider field of optics.
1.3 Radiometry basics
A plane angle is measured in radians and its unit measure is defined as the ratio
of the length of arc on a circle to its radius (Fig. 1.1):
θ =
l
r
[rad] . (1.1)
The concept of a solid angle is an extension of this idea into three dimensions.
Imagine a sphere given some radius, r, the “angle” that encompasses a projection
of this area onto the origin of the sphere—or hemisphere, for that matter—is known
as a solid angle. It is measured in steradians and is defined as this area over the
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Figure 1.1: A plane angle θ = l/r, in units radian, but essentially dimension-
less.
radius squared; again the result is dimensionless (Fig. 1.2):
Ω =
A
r2
[sr] . (1.2)
The short introduction above to the measure of spherical angles allows us to
define the two radiometric quantities that are relevant to the study of light transfer
here (see Nicodemus 1976 for standard definitions of the other quantities and their
interrelationships). Within the realm of geometric optics, a time average can be
assumed so that light impinging at a point on a surface is measured in radiance
as the power per unit area per unit solid angle. This can be visualized using the
concept of the solid angle. Radiance is the amount of energy Φ (in Watts) incident
at a point through an area A (in square meters) that subtends a solid angle Ω (in
steradians) at that point is
L =
Φ
AΩ
[W m−2sr−1] . (1.3)
Of the other units of measure in radiometry, the only other one relevant to the
development that follows is irradiance. Strictly speaking, irradiance is simply the
radiant power incident on a surface. For our purposes, however, we are concerned
7A
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Figure 1.2: A solid angle is an angular measure in three dimensions that is
defined by the ratio of the “area” of interest projected onto a
spherical surface to the square of the radius of the sphere, thus
Ω = A/r2[sr] in units steradian, but essentially dimensionless.
8specifically with hemispherical, directional irradiance, which is the amount of light
incident on a surface from the whole half-sphere that can illuminate that point.
For illumination in the present case, we are concerned with downwelling irradiance,
which can be understood as the integral of the radiance from all directions of the
hemisphere above a surface that is incident on that surface, thus
E =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
L(θ, φ) cos θ sin θ dθ dφ [W m−2] . (1.4)
The cosine factor in the equation arises from the decrease in radiance due to a
foreshortening of the projected area parallel to the direction of propagation of
light relative to the surface normal and the sine factor a result of the transforma-
tion from Cartesian to spherical coordinates (a result of the Jacobian matrix of
transformation).
CHAPTER 2
PART I. REFLECTANCE CHANGE FROM A
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
2.1 Abstract and introduction
Reflectance is a function of the shape of the reflecting surface as well as the inherent
optical properties of the reflecting material and the adjoining medium. We analyti-
cally model the effects of morphology on the spectral reflectance of collimated light
incident upon a submerged, locally Lambertian, sinusoidal surface. The model in-
cludes shadowing and obscuration, which affect variations in the observed in-water
reflectance due to changes in the incidence direction. When the incidence angle
is low, some of the light is not reflected into the direction of observation; when
the observation direction is low, some of the light–although in a path toward the
observer–is blocked from view. Changes in the reflectance are apparent in first
order reflections from the sinusoidal model. As roughness increases the amplitude
decreases and non-Lambertian behavior becomes apparent. Effects due to second
order reflections are small. Spectral differences in reflectance are dominated by
absorption by the medium due to increased optical paths.
Light reflected from shallow waters is a function of the water optical proper-
ties, the depth of the water and the inherent reflectance of the bottom. Since even
clear water is a strongly absorbing medium over the depths of interest in coastal
bathymetry, even small changes in the optical path can have a significant effect on
the overall reflectance. This effect allows for reasonably accurate bathymetric map-
ping when the bottom reflectance is uniform; however, Lyzenga (1978), Philpot
(1989), and Mobley et al. (2003) show that there may be appreciable errors in the
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retrieved depths if there is a change in the bottom reflectance. Mobley et al. (2003)
suggest that the errors are no more than 10%. The problem is complicated by the
sensitivity of errors to spectral attenuation by water and the spectral reflectance
of the bottom. Voss et al. (2003) show from measurements that a bright underwa-
ter sandy bottom has radiances increasing toward nadir compared to deep water
where it increases toward the horizon. We pose the problem here of the additional
sensitivity of reflectance to bottom roughness.
It is common to assume that the bottom can be treated as a flat, perfectly
diffuse (i.e., Lambertian) surface. This assumption has been useful in studies using
passive optical remote sensing to extract bathymetry (e.g., Lyzenga 1978, Carder
et al. 1993) and to classify bottom type (e.g., Hochberg & Atkinson 2000, Louchard
et al. 2003). However, it is not clear whether these assumptions are generally valid,
or whether they are valid only over a limited range of conditions. For example,
the applications cited above each use a specific viewing geometry defined by the
remote imaging system used. In other cases, when the viewing geometry varies
significantly, or when the surface is not flat within the field of view (FOV) of the
detector, or where the Lambertian assumption is simply inadequate, there may
be coincident changes in the expected reflectance pattern. A further complication
is that the spectral dependence of specular reflectance is different from that of
diffuse reflectance. Spectral reflectance (treated as a surface property) follows
from the Fresnel equations and depends entirely on the complex refractive index
of the material at a particular wavelength. To the extent that diffuse reflectance
includes volume reflectance, it is dependent on the scattering properties of the
material. For the particular case of an air-water system where the light source is
in air, strong reflection from the source in the specular direction becomes evident.
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However, where specular reflection is minimal, the water looks dark, perhaps blue
or green depending on the constituents in the water column. For now we only
deal with the diffuse distribution of light, taking into account only the light that is
“returned” to the detector after having interacted with the water and the bottom
and then transmitted back up through the air-water interface.
In the model as it is formulated here, a change in the index of refraction of
the bottom surface is allowed but the volume scattering by the surface material is
ignored. The other obvious surface in the system is, of course, the air-water inter-
face, where because light travels through a boundary layer between two different
media (with different refractive indices), it is either refracted or reflected back.
However, we assume that this interface remains flat and only effectively changes
the direction of the incoming and outgoing light. Finally, we assume that the water
is homogeneous and purely absorbing (i.e., there can be no scattering of light out
of its path).
The purpose of this chapter is to develop an analytical model of spectral re-
flectance from a submerged, undulating surface as a means of exploring the vari-
ability in spectral reflectance for remote sensing in shallow water environments.
The model includes shadowing and obscuration effects on reflectance, as well as
roughness effects. There are two roughness scales of interest: the local roughness
scale that is much smaller than the detector FOV (or “footprint”), but much larger
than the illuminating wavelength, and the bottom morphology that can be rough
on a scale that is the same order as the detector footprint. On the local scale
we consider areas small enough to be modeled as flat, diffusely reflecting facets.
Changes in apparent reflectance are then associated with changes in roughness that
are on the order of the “size” of the detector FOV. We treat the water column as
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a purely absorbing medium, with no scattering or internal light sources. Spectral
changes in reflectance is then due to the absorption of light along its path in the
water as well as spectral reflectance from the bottom. We use a sinusoidal func-
tion to represent the reflecting surface so that increasing the amplitude-to-period
ratio of the analytic function of the surface is analogous to increasing the surface
roughness. Using a continuously differentiable surface facilitates examination of
the effects of shadowing and obscuration.
In this section we begin by describing the model setup with the assumption
that the theory of geometric optics applies (i.e., the roughness scales are much
larger than the incident wavelength) and that the optical properties are time-
averaged. The concept of shadowing and obscuration is discussed before presenting
an analytical expression of the model. We focus the discussion of modeling results
first on the effects of bottom morphology, then on the change in the spectral shape
due to changing morphology and the attenuation in the light field.
2.2 Background
The classic and most commonly used description of diffuse reflectance is Lambert’s
cosine law (Lambert 1760), which states that reflectance is proportional to the
cosine of the incidence angle. Although simple and useful, the Lambertian model
has long been known to be inaccurate for a number of important applications.
Minnaert (1941) suggests that the reflectance of diffuse surfaces is symmetric about
the normal to the surface and uses a model that is proportional to the product of
the cosines of the incident and emergent angles relative to a measure of surface
roughness. This is a modification of an empirical non-Lambertian model of the
moon. Oren & Nayar (1995) assert that the Minnaert model, although obeying
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the reciprocity principle (reversing the light source and detector locations, see later
Eq. eq:reciprocity), has no physical foundation and proves to be incorrect.
Several recent models have been developed in order to more accurately describe
reflectance from a rough surface. Hapke (1993) and Oren & Nayar (1995) discuss
the use of randomly oriented facets to represent the surface of interest, the former
with bottom surface peaks and depressions at the same levels, the latter with each
facet having its highest point at the same level as all the other facets but having
different depression levels. Torrance & Sparrow (1967) as well as Zaneveld &
Boss (2003) use a more symmetric form: a triangular wave with each facet having
constant slope on either side of a global normal to represent the reflecting surface.
As is illustrated later, such representations result in abrupt, discontinuous effects
on the surface reflectance that can be significant at the small scale. The footprint
of a detector looking straight down sees equivalent parts of a sinusoid wave and a
triangle wave. However, with the assumption of parallel incoming rays there can
be abrupt effects to the illumination of areas of a triangle wave that a sinusoid
does not–even in the extended case where more wave periods are illuminated and
viewed.
Laboratory measurements of reflectance from rough surfaces exhibit two sig-
nificant deviations from a Lambertian model. The first, as Oren & Nayar (1995)
show, is an increase in reflectance observed when the viewing direction approaches
the direction of illumination, a feature that appears in virtually all their observa-
tions. This feature is variously known as the opposition effect, the “hot spot”, the
retroreflection peak, or (dry) Heiligenschein (Minnaert 1948), and is caused by en-
hanced brightness at small angles between the incidence and scattering directions
when shadows caused by small-scale roughness features are not visible (e.g., sand
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or vegetation canopies, Mobley et al. (2003)). Hapke (1998) suggests that this may
be caused as much by coherent backscattering effects as it is by shadow hiding.
The second deviation is a distinct reflectance peak at angles slightly off the spec-
ular angle observed by Torrance & Sparrow (1967). They show non-Lambertian
behavior resulting from a triangular wave model, the roughness of which is de-
termined by the distribution of slopes of the grooved facets. Each facet includes
a specular component and a Lambertian, i.e., diffuse, component. Torrance &
Sparrow (1967), simultaneously considering shadowing and obscuration, succeed
in reproducing both the hot spot and the off-specular peak. They do not explic-
itly include higher order reflections (interreflections), but assume that the diffuse
component averages out these effects.
Furthermore, to show that the opposition effect is not part of the specular com-
ponent of reflectance, Oren & Nayar (1995) model the bi-directional reflectance
distribution function (BRDF) of real surfaces without the specular component.
Their model demonstrates an increase in reflectance near the retroreflection direc-
tion and a decrease in reflectance away from it that becomes more pronounced
as the roughness of the surface increases. The opposite is true for higher order
reflections, where the reflectance is negligible near the retroreflection direction
and uniformly increases away from that direction. Close to the retroreflection di-
rection both shadowed and obliquely illuminated areas within the detector FOV
are decreased. Away from these directions the proportion of area viewed that is
shadowed and obliquely illuminated increases and the directly illuminated portion
decreases (see also Hapke 1993). Since the surfaces that are weakly lit by indirect
illumination contribute to higher order reflections, these areas may be important
when considering higher order reflectance.
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Multiple reflections also alter reflectance in the specular direction. Torrance
& Sparrow (1967) suggest that multiple diffuse reflections increase the diffuse re-
flectance of a surface and thus the peak around the specular direction (indeed, the
peak is not always exactly in the specular direction). In fact, Shen & Maradudin
(1980) show that surface roughness reduces the specular component, suggesting
that multiple reflections (disregarding any specular reflectance) drives the enhance-
ment in the specular direction. Gu et al. (1993), however, suggest that the effect
is due to single scattering alone, but from a rough surface. Otremba (2004) sug-
gests that this second maximum (the first being in the backscattering direction)
is caused by single and multiple scattering. How significant this contribution by
multiple scattering is not clear.
In general, estimates of the effects of surface roughness indicate that higher
order reflections may not contribute significantly to the overall detected brightness
of a surface. Hapke (1993), in a special model designed specifically to estimate
second order reflectance, uses a hemispherical cup as a surface shape model to give
a maximum estimate (illumination and detection at nadir) of roughly only a 6%
contribution by second order reflections to the overall brightness from the lowest
area of the cup where the maximum reflectance is expected.
Observations of the BRDF of ooid sediment underwater by Zhang et al. (2003b)
show deviations from pure Lambertian reflectance very similar to those modeled by
Oren & Nayar (1995). In their measurements the hot spot is very evident but the
off-specular reflectance peak is not apparent and present an empirical model that
fits their experimental data well. In contrast, observations of the BRDF of corals
in very shallow water by Joyce & Phinn (2002) show little evidence of the hot
spot but a pronounced off-specular peak. This, however, may be due to specular
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reflection from the water surface since the measurements were made above water.
They also note significant variability in the BRDF that appears to be associated
with differences in the morphology of the corals studied. Note that they assume
that the spatial and spectral variability are independent of one another.
In the references cited above, the focus has been on the deviation from Lamber-
tian behavior of surfaces that are rough on relatively small scales, but essentially
flat at the scale of the detector FOV. Zaneveld & Boss (2003) provide a theoretical
treatment of this problem for a detector positioned at nadir (a convenient viewing
direction for remote sensing in shallow waters) and viewing multiple waveforms.
They represent a rough, sandy bottom as a sequence of triangular waves with Lam-
bertian facets. Considering only first order reflectance (with neither shadowing nor
obscuration), they show that the effective reflectance of the bottom is proportional
to the average cosine of the bottom slope and that, for these conditions, the ob-
served reflection from a rough surface can differ from that of a flat surface by as
much as 30% depending on the roughness type. Oren & Nayar (1995) show similar
results for a nadir-viewing detector and incidence angles of 45◦, 60◦, and 75◦. The
goal in this paper is to develop an analytical model for a rough, but differentiable
surface. The intent is to produce one that is general enough to span the differences
in the designs of the existing empirical models and related experiments.
2.3 Surface description and roughness measure
A shallow-water bottom is represented as a sinusoidal surface that is homogeneous,
locally Lambertian and of infinite lateral extent. We consider sinusoidal surfaces
of varying widths and amplitudes from a nearly flat bottom surface to a waveform
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that is undulating, with an analytic form given by the function
f(x) = a sin
(
2pi
l
x
)
, (2.1)
where a is the amplitude of the waveform and l is its period. While we are ulti-
mately interested in the apparent reflectance that could be detected by above-water
sensors, we limit the initial results to upwelling radiances that would be perceived
at a plane,W, just below the water surface (i.e., being fully submerged) and utilize
the geometry of an operational reflectance sensor in the model. This last condition,
in effect, avoids the need to account for atmospheric effects in the model and omits
complications caused by transmission effects at the water surface. However, for
completeness, the analytical expressions that are developed in this paper include
the transmission of reflectance leaving through the air-water interface toward a
sensor above the water surface.
We define a single waveform (Fig. 2.1) to be that area from crest to crest of
the bottom surface, with an amplitude-to-period ratio a/l. The distance z is that
from the average water surface height, S, to the level that represents the average
depth of the bottom waveform (this becomes the bottom surface reference plane),
T, which is set to be perpendicular to the global normal. Another distance, ν, is
defined here to represent the distance from the detector plane fully submerged just
below the water surface to the level of the highest point of the bottom waveform,
U. This distance is held constant and is determined by the period of a single
waveform so that the detector only sees this single unit waveform. An elementary
beam of radiance L0 from a source just above the water surface is first incident at
some point 0 on the water surface. The beam is either reflected upward (Lw0) or
transmitted down (L0
′) toward some point 1 on the bottom surface.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram for the modeling environment on the scattering (or so-
lar) plane φ0. Here we show a single source beam incident on
the water surface at point 0 making an angle θ0 from the ver-
tical. This is refracted and impinges on point 1 on the bottom
waveform at an angle θ1, that then either travels back through
the water column to point w1 in the direction θ1
′ or is inter-
reflected along the bottom towards point 2 in the direction θ1
′′
and reflected again in the direction θ2
′ out into the air through
point w2. Li represents the radiance impinging at a point on the
bottom for the ith time, Li
′ the radiance reflected off that point,
and Li
′′ the radiance interreflected the ith time towards another
point on the bottom. ξi represents the local normal at point i,
and ζi the vertical difference between a point and its reference
surface level, which could either be the water surface average
height, or the bottom waveform average depth. The difference
between these reference levels is the distance z and ν is the ver-
tical distance between the levels of the highest point along the
bottom and the lowest point of the water surface. The amplitude
of the bottom waveform is designated by a and its period by l.
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Now, assume that the water is optically homogeneous both vertically and hor-
izontally and that the bottom surface is an opaque boundary layer such that any
volume reflectance is included in ρ, the surface radiance reflectance function. The
angle of the local normal, ξi, is at a point along the bottom, i referring to the ith
order reflection. ζi is the vertical distance of point i on the bottom to the bottom
reference plane T, while ζwi is the distance of a point on the water surface to the
water surface reference height.
We consider only first and second order reflections from the bottom, i = 1 and
i = 2, respectively, although the final expression has been developed to be used to
describe nth order reflections. The terminology and notation here follows closely
that of the ocean optics community (see, e.g., Mobley 1994). From a radiance
L0
′ that is refracted and transmitted through the water surface, an attenuated
value L1 impinges on the bottom at point 1. First order reflection from point
1 results in radiance L1
′ that is incident on the air-water interface from below
(i.e., water-incident) on some point w1, determined by the viewing direction. The
same reflection event also produces radiance L1
′′ that is incident at point 2 on
the bottom as radiance L2 after being attenuated. That second order reflection
produces radiance L2
′ that is water-incident at some point w2 as Lu2, the direction
of the latter is determined by the detector orientation. Transmitted radiances
emerging above the water surface at wi are denoted as Lwi, where i again is the
order of reflection. Each local normal denoted ξi, centered at a point i, has radiance
reflected in the direction represented by the polar angle pair (θi, φi) in the global
spherical coordinate system, and radiance is transmitted in the direction (θ′i, φ
′
i).
The notation for the local normals (ξ), and zenith and azimuth angles (θ, φ)
relative to the global vertical for the incident, reflected and transmitted direc-
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tions match that for the radiance representation (e.g., (θ0
′, φ0′) is the transmitted
direction through point 0, and so on).
At present we assume optically shallow waters in which the bottom depth is less
than one attenuation length for a specific wavelength considered, λ = 550nm in this
study. Furthermore, only the case in which the bottom waveforms are oriented in
the direction of the solar plane is considered, both because it is a simplification and
because this is the case for which the effects of the illumination direction (θ0, φ0)
on the reflectance is at a maximum. Recall that the bottom surface reflectance
function is assumed to be locally Lambertian, i.e.,
Li
′ =
ρEi
pi
, (2.2)
for i 6= 0, where Ei is the incident irradiance, ρ denotes the local (directional-
hemispherical) radiance reflectance function (assumed to be an inherent optical
property of the material), and i designates the incoming beam, which results in
the ith order reflection i′ or interreflection i′′. Thus, the radiance Li impinging on
a surface along the path towards point i results in the reflected or interreflected
radiances, Li
′ or Li′′, from point i, respectively.
Given an above-water source illumination direction, (θ0, φ0), we simulate a
collimated beam by defining an extended, unidirectional source, V, on a horizontal
plane just above the water surface (corresponding to infinitely distant sun-only
illumination). A detector on a plane, W, fully submerged just below the water
surface senses the reflected radiance. The detector views a single waveform and
is assigned some viewing direction, (θui, φui), where its azimuth angle is set to
φui = φ0 or φ0 + pi. Note that in theory, both the source and detector planes
may be placed above or below the water surface. The location of these planes,
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along with the modeled bottom incidence and reflection points determine the path
lengths to be considered for all order reflections.
2.4 The transfer equations: multiple reflections and
attenuation through the water column
Oren & Nayar (1995) show experimentally that the geometry of a rough surface
affects its apparent Lambertian property even in the absence of shadowing, obscu-
ration, and multiple reflections. We demonstrate the same effects, but express the
simplified radiative transfer equations analytically for multiple reflections in what
follows.
An instrument viewing multiple periods of the sinusoidal surface at any one time
sees reflectance effects “average out” so that at a certain distance the reflectance
value converges and the condition is considered to be in the far-field case, more in
Part II (Chap. 3). When only one period of the sinusoidal surface is viewed at any
one time, such reflectance effects is not expected to average out and we are still
within the conditions of the near-field case.
2.4.1 Bottom reflection
The solar irradiance, Es, just above the water surface is defined by
Es(λ) = Ls(λ) Ωs [Wm
−2] , (2.3)
where Ωs [sr
−1] is the solid angle in steradians subtended by the solar disk, Ls
[Wm−2sr−1] is the solar radiance impinging at a point on that surface, and λ [nm]
is the wavelength of incident light. All variables other than distances and angles
are functions of wavelength; for simplicity, however, we omit the notation for
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wavelength dependence in the succeeding expressions. Light is incident upon the
water surface from a direction specified by the angle pair (θ0, φ0), where θ0 [rad] is
the angular distance in radians from zenith and φ0 [rad] is the azimuth angle (here
defined as the angular distance from the positive x-axis in the counterclockwise
direction). The radiance incident from this direction at a point on the water surface
with local normal ξ0 [rad] is
L(θ0, φ0) = Ls cos
∣∣θ0 − ξ0∣∣ , (2.4)
with the vertical bars denoting the absolute distance between the angles that may
occur on either side of the zenith direction in the solar plane. For the treatment
of the two-dimensional case here, the local normals are assumed to lie in the solar
plane so only the distance ξ from zenith is necessarily specified. The radiance
leaving an area on the water surface towards the bottom in the direction θ0
′ is
expressed as
L(θ0
′, φ0
′) =
∫
Ω0
L(θ0, φ0) (nw)
2 τ(θ0, φ0 → θ0′, φ0′) cos
∣∣θ0′ − ξ0∣∣ dΩ0 , (2.5)
where nw [dimensionless] is the index of refraction of water and τ(θi, φi → θi′, φi′)
[sr−1] is the radiance transmission function at the surface, which allows the transfer
of radiance through this interface from direction i into direction i′. Ω0 is the solid
angle subtended by the source along the path to point 0. In general, the solid
angle is considered in its differential form and we have
dΩ = sin θ dθ dφ , (2.6)
where dΩ is a function of (θ, φ); the angular dependence from here on is implied. If
the reflectance hemisphere were to be subdivided in angular increments, the solid
angle has an operational definition that is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The changes
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Figure 2.2: A functional representation of a solid angle for a reflectance hemi-
sphere that is subdivided in angular increments. To simplify the
concept further the hemisphere is of unit length, r = 1.
dθ and dφ are very small so that the projected area on the hemisphere can be
approximated by dA. For a unit hemisphere, r = 1, the solid angle by definition
is just this area divided by r2 = 1.
With the water having an (volume) absorption coefficient aw [m
−1] the radiance
through it that would be incident on the bottom surface with normal ξ1 is
L(θ1, φ1) = L(θ0
′, φ0
′) exp(−awd1) cos
∣∣θ1 − ξ1∣∣ (∀ ∣∣θ1∣∣ < max ∣∣ξ∣∣) , (2.7)
where the distance
d1 =
z + ζ0 − ζ1
cos θ1
[m] (2.8)
is the path length from point 0 to point 1, and the attenuation (specifically absorp-
tion in this consideration) is represented by the exponential expression along this
path. Shadowing is accounted for by considering values for L(θ1, φ1) alone when
the primary incidence directions on the bottom are less than the maximum normal
along the bottom (this refers to the condition that
∣∣θ1∣∣ < max ∣∣ξ∣∣ in Eq. 2.7 and
Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). Finally, the radiances emerging from an area on the bottom
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Figure 2.3: Shadowing in the first and second order. Shadowing occurs in
(a) as the collimated incident beams strike the bottom at an an-
gle |θ1| greater than the maximum slope of the sinusoid, max |ξ|.
The shaded area under the curve indicates where the bottom is
in shadow. For the interreflections the occurrence of shadowing
is shown in (b). Here we consider a single beam and its inter-
reflections. Again, the shaded areas indicate the portion of the
surface in shadow.
surface in the directions (θ1
′, φ1′) and (θ1′′, φ1′′) are, respectively,
L(θ1
′, φ1
′) =
∫
Ω1
L(θ1, φ1)ρ(θ1, φ1 → θ1′, φ1′) cos
∣∣θ1′ − ξ1∣∣ dΩ1 , and (2.9)
L(θ1
′′, φ1
′′) =
∫
Ω1
L(θ1, φ1)ρ(θ1, φ1 → θ1′′, φ1′′) cos
∣∣θ1′′ − ξ1∣∣ dΩ1 , (2.10)
where ρ [sr−1] is the wavelength-dependent radiance reflectance function of the
bottom surface.
2.4.2 First order reflection
The radiance leaving the bottom toward another point on the surface is given in
Eq. 2.9. Referring back to Fig. 2.1, the radiance from the bottom that is incident
at a point w1 on the water surface with normal ξw1 in the direction (θu1, φu1) is
L(θu1, φu1) = L(θ1
′, φ1
′) exp(−awd1′) cos
∣∣θu1 − ξw1∣∣ , (2.11)
where
d1
′ =
z − ζ1 + ζu1
cos θu1
[m] . (2.12)
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Figure 2.4: Comparing shadowing effects between a triangular wave and a
sinusoidal wave. Both surfaces in (a) and (b) have the same
amplitude-to-period ratio. For an incidence direction |θa|, less
than the maximum normal of the sinusoid, max |ξ|, both surfaces
are fully illuminated. For another incidence direction θb, that is
equal to the grazing angle of the triangular wave, half of that
surface is shadowed while the sinusoid is only partially shadowed.
At an intermediate incidence angle less than the grazing angle for
the triangular wave, θc, there is no shadowing; some shadowing
occurs for the sinusoid when θc is greater than the maximum
normal of the bottom waveform.
The radiance transmitted through an area on the water surface is then
L(θw1, φw1) =
∫
Ωu1
L(θu1, φu1)nw
−2 τ(θu1, φu1 → θw1, φw1) cos
∣∣θw1 − ξw1∣∣ dΩu1 ,
(2.13)
where τ(θui, φui → θwi, φwi) is the transmission (at order i) affecting the water-
incident radiance and nw
−1 is the wavelength-dependent index of refraction in this
direction (i.e., from water to air).
Expanding from Eq. 2.11 and simplifying, the once-reflected radiance just below
the water surface in terms of the incident solar radiance on the water surface is
expressed as
L(θu1, φu1) =
∫
Ω1
∫
Ω0
L(θ0, φ0) (nw)
2 τ(θ0, φ0 → θ0′, φ0′)ρ(θ1, φ1 → θ1′, φ1′)
exp
[− aw(d1 + d1′)] cos |θ0′ − ξ0| cos ∣∣θ1 − ξ1∣∣ cos ∣∣θ1′ − ξ1∣∣
cos
∣∣θu1 − ξw1∣∣ dΩ0 dΩ1 . (2.14)
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2.4.3 Second order reflection
From Eq. 2.10, we have the radiance incident once more on the bottom surface
from points 1 to 2 (interreflected) with normal ξ2 in the direction (θ2, φ2) as
L(θ2, φ2) = L(θ1
′′, φ1
′′) exp(−awd1′′) cos
∣∣θ2 − ξ2∣∣ , (2.15)
where
d1
′′ =
∣∣ζ1 − ζ2∣∣
sin
(
0.5
∣∣θ1′′ − θ2∣∣) (2.16)
is the interreflection path length. The radiance from an area on the bottom in the
direction (θ2
′, φ2′) can be written as
L(θ2
′, φ2
′) =
∫
Ω2
L(θ2, φ2) ρ(θ2, φ2 → θ2′, φ2′) cos
∣∣θ2′ − ξ2∣∣ dΩ2 . (2.17)
Now the radiance in the direction (θu2, φu2) incident at a point w2 with normal
ξw2 on the water surface from the bottom is
L(θu2, φu2) = L(θ2
′, φ2
′) exp(−awd2′) cos
∣∣θu2 − ξw2∣∣ , (2.18)
where the distance from point 2 to w2 is given by
d2
′ =
z − ζ2 + ζu2
cos θu2
. (2.19)
The radiance transmitted through an area on the water surface is
L(θw2, φw2) =
∫
Ωu2
L(θu2, φu2)nw
−2τ(θu2, φu2 → θw2, φw2) cos
∣∣θw2 − ξw2∣∣ dΩu2 .
(2.20)
Focusing on the radiance detected just below the water surface, we expand
from Eq. 2.18 using the preceding relevant expressions so that the twice-reflected
radiance at a point just below the water surface expressed in terms of the incident
solar radiance is given by (compare this to the first order value in Eq. 2.14):
L(θu2, φu2) =
∫
Ω2
L(θ2, φ2) ρ(θ2, φ2 → θ2′, φ2′) exp(−awd2′) cos
∣∣θ2′ − ξ2∣∣
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cos
∣∣θu2 − ξw2∣∣ dΩ2
=
∫
Ω2
∫
Ω1
∫
Ω0
L(θ0, φ0) (nw)
2 τ(θ0, φ0 → θ0′, φ0′)
ρ(θ1, φ1 → θ1′′, φ1′′) ρ(θ2, φ2 → θ2′, φ2′)
exp
[− aw(d1 + d1′′ + d2′)] cos ∣∣θ0′ − ξ0∣∣ cos ∣∣θ1 − ξ1∣∣
cos
∣∣θ1′′ − ξ1∣∣ cos ∣∣θ2 − ξ2∣∣ cos ∣∣θ2′ − ξ2∣∣
cos
∣∣θu2 − ξw2∣∣ dΩ0 dΩ1 dΩ2 . (2.21)
2.4.4 Higher order reflection
For higher order reflections n ≥ 2, we use the convention above to illustrate the in-
corporation of an arbitrary radiance reflectance function, which gives the radiance
finally at the detector below the water surface,
L(θun, φun) =
∫
Ωn
· · ·
∫
Ω1
L(θ0, φ0) (nw)
2 τ(θ0, φ0 → θ0′, φ0′)[
n−1∏
i=1
ρ(θi, φi → θi′′, φi′′)
]
ρ(θn, φn → θn′, φn′)
exp
[
−aw(d1 +
n−1∑
i=1
di
′′ + dn′)
]
cos
∣∣θ0′ − ξ0∣∣[
n∏
i=1
cos
∣∣θi − ξi∣∣] [n−1∏
i=1
cos
∣∣θi′′ − ξi∣∣] cos ∣∣θn′ − ξn∣∣
cos
∣∣θun − ξwn∣∣ dΩ1 · · · dΩn (∀ θ1 < max ∣∣ξ∣∣) . (2.22)
where now extending,
d1 =
z − ζ0 + ζ1
cos θ1
, (2.23)
di
′′ =
∣∣ζi − ζi+1∣∣
sin
(
0.5
∣∣θi′′ − θi+1∣∣) , (2.24)
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and
dn
′ =
z − ζn + ζun
cos θun
. (2.25)
We can simply replace the radiance reflectance function, ρ, with a bi-directional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) in Eq. 2.14 above, to get the first order
reflected radiance just below the water surface. A similar replacement is now
possible in Eq. 2.21 for reflections of order n ≥ 2 as well. We take the definition of
the BRDF from Nicodemus et al. (1977) and further on from notes in a discussion
by Mobley &Mazel (1999), from Otremba (2003), as well as a review by Martonchik
et al. (2000). Note that in remote sensing applications investigators refer to the
remote sensing reflectance that is usually represented by
RRS =
Lui(λ)
Es(λ)
[sr−1] , (2.26)
which is the ratio between upwelling radiance and downwelling irradiance. The
BRDF is a similar concept except that the irradiance is treated as being directional,
so that the BRDF is a function of a pair of angles, the incident angle and one of
the emergent angles, denoted by (θ0, φ0) and (θ0
′, φ0′) respectively, thus the term
“bidirectional”.
2.5 Shadowing, obscuration and geometric focusing
Shadowing refers here to shadows that are cast by one part of the bottom waveform
on another part, a phenomenon which Oren & Nayar (1995) call self-shadowing.
This occurs in the first order when the bottom incidence angle is greater than
the maximum normal found along the bottom waveform, i.e., |θ1| > max |ξ|, see
Fig. 2.3(a) (the shaded areas indicate the affected regions). For the second order,
shadowing occurs when the emergent beams from a point only directly illuminate
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areas bounded by the relative curvature of the waveform, Fig. 2.3(b) (the shaded
area on the right is an example of “projected” shadowing, see Hapke 1993). Note
that for a single viewing direction there is only one first order reflection for each
initial incidence at each point along the bottom while interreflections toward that
point produce multiple second order reflections toward the same viewing direction.
Obscuration occurs when one of the return directions grazes the bottom wave-
form or when the return directions are blocked by other parts of the waveform,
so that the detector does not “see” sections of the bottom surface. The grazing
angle depends on the relative position of the detector with respect to the bottom,
for example, in Fig. 2.5. Torrance & Sparrow (1967) refer to this phenomenon as
masking; although another type of obscuration is when a facet is tilted away from
the detector (i.e., |ξi− θd| ≥ pi/2, where θd is the angle the detector normal makes
to the global normal). While these phenomena of shadowing and obscuration are
similar, their effects on the overall expected reflectance cannot be expected to be
the same, nor can they be treated as invariant.
A shadowed area may be illuminated by higher order reflections and therefore
these contribute to the overall reflectance. To illustrate, consider an illuminated
point with radiance L1 and its interreflections, Fig. 2.6(a). An arbitrary interreflec-
tion L1
′′ from an illuminated area onto a part of another area that is shadowed in
Fig. 2.6(a) contributes a value L2 to the overall surface reflectance. Similarly, a
point that is in the region obscured from the detector, shown in Fig. 2.6(b), directly
illuminated with L1 may produce interreflections L1
′′ contributing L2 to the overall
reflectance of the bottom. It is evident that these phenomena are dependent on
the relative geometry of the bottom.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5: Obscuration occurs when parts of the bottom waveform are hid-
den from the detector. The relative position of the detector deter-
mines the obscured areas; (a) and (b) show two different viewing
situations.
L1L1 L2L2
L1
′′L1
′′
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: The effects of shadowing and obscuration on the overall re-
flectance are not exactly the same. (a) shows a shadowed area
with no first order reflections, L1, but which nonetheless con-
tributes L2 to the overall reflectance from interreflections L1
′′.
On the other hand, in (b) an area that is illuminated in the
first order but obscured from direct view contributes to overall
reflectance via its interreflections.
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The effects of shadowing and obscuration change gradually as the roughness
changes on a smooth surface such as a sinusoid, while they would be abrupt on
surfaces modeled as macro-facets, such as a triangular wave. Take two simple
surfaces with the same amplitude-to-period ratios: Fig. 2.4(a) shows a sinusoid
and Fig. 2.4(b) shows a triangular wave. Say we have an incidence direction, |θa|,
less than the maximum normal of the sinusoidal bottom, max |ξ|. All the facets
are directly illuminated, both for the sinusoidal and the triangular bottom. On the
other hand, observe that the grazing angle of a triangular wave, θb, is greater than
the maximum slope of the sinusoid, |θb| > max |ξ|, in Fig. 2.4(a). At this grazing
angle and for greater angles of illumination, half if not more of the triangular wave
in Fig. 2.4(b) is suddenly shadowed while shadowing increases more gradually for
parts of the sinusoid. This illustrates the abruptness of the phenomenon on the
triangular wave but also highlights the subtleties that result from a continuously
differentiable model. Furthermore, for incidence directions, θc, greater than the
maximum normal of a sinusoid but less than the grazing angle of the triangular
wave, a sinusoid may be shadowed while the triangular wave is still fully and
directly illuminated (Fig. 2.4(b)).
Similarly, half or more of the triangular wave is abruptly hidden when the
viewing angle is equal to or greater than its grazing angle, θd, while different parts
of the sinusoid are obscured for the same angle in Fig. 2.7 (the shading indicates
obscured areas). Also, for an angle θe greater than the maximum slope of a sinusoid
but less than the grazing angle of a triangular bottom, part of the sinusoid is hidden
while the triangular wave would be in full view.
Another interesting geometrical feature is the way light is redistributed into
seemingly preferential directions by an undulating surface that is locally Lamber-
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max |ξ|
θdθd θeθe
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Obscuration effects differ between sinusoidal and triangular bot-
tom models. Consider viewing directions from any point along
the surface. For an angle θd that is equal to the grazing angle of
the triangular wave, half of that surface is obscured while only
part of the sinusoid is hidden. For a viewing angle θe less than
that grazing angle, no part of the triangular wave is obscured
while part of the sinusoid is still hidden from the detector FOV.
Figure 2.8: Diagram illustrating geometric focusing.
tian. Light that is incident on a point on the surface has the highest reflectance in
the direction normal to the surface tangent at that point. In Fig. 2.8 is shown the
local normals at select points along a two-dimensional surface. The lines are drawn
to be of equal length to represent equal intensities at the end points of the light
emerging from the surface. The preferential direction changes with a change in the
amplitude-to-period ratio of the defining waveform. A detector looking straight
down does not see this effect.
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2.6 Realization using an actual sensor
Were the eye not attuned to the Sun,
The sun could never be seen by it.
Goethe
To illustrate the changes in reflectance, we use the optical properties of a spe-
cific instrument, the HyperTSRB (see Satlantic, Inc. 2000), as an example. This
instrument is designed to collect upwelling, near-surface radiance in water. It has
a rectangular entrance slit with a width-to-length ratio of 0.028 (70mm/2500mm)
and a half-angle of 8.5◦. The instrument is deployed as a buoy and the input optics
positioned below the water surface at a depth of z′ = 0.66m (see Fig. 2.9). This
defines the detector reference plane, z0, the distance to the bottom reference plane,
ν, and the projected surface area of the bottom, As [m
2]. The projected surface
area of the bottom is taken at a level just above the highest point of the surface
(i.e., at crest level). For computational purposes, a horizontal reference surface is
used to keep track of points along the bottom. The reference surface is divided
into equally spaced points representing areas with the bottom surface projected
onto it, the centroids of these areas act as reference points. The maximum in-water
incidence angle is limited to within Snell’s cone, in this case, |θ1| . 48◦ and has a
more distinct boundary when the water surface is flat). The corresponding above-
water incidence angles span the full angular range within the solar plane and are
determined from the in-water incidence angles. We trace backward to the source
to assign the incoming uni-directional solar irradiance. Recall that the detector
reference plane in the model,W, is just below the lowest point of the water surface
perpendicular to the global vertical (Fig. 2.1). In this implementation, however,
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z′
z0 = 0
θd
ν
a
l
= 18.75% a
l
= 11.25% a
l
= 3.75%
z
a
l
As
Figure 2.9: Specific setup for the HyperTSRB. Keeping the bottom waveform
period, l, constant, and changing the amplitude, a, adjusts the
a/l ratio. This keeps the projected area, As, constant as viewed
by the detector at a fixed depth, ν. The reference plane for the
water surface is W, the detector is at z0 = 0, and the bottom is
at z. Only the average bottom depth, z, is variable. The Hyper-
TSRB has a viewing half-angle of θd = 8.5
◦. The a/l ratios
given in the figure are three of the actual dimensions used in the
modeling and are here drawn to scale.
we assume that the water surface, S, is flat and fix the detector reference plane at
z0 = 0m (still theoretically submerged) and the illumination plane at z
′ = −0.66m.
With this setup the detector views only one single waveform from crest to crest.
Viewing a single waveform simplifies the comparison of changes in reflectance due
to changes in the shape of the bottom surface. Depending on the amplitude-to-
period ratios considered, the average depth of the bottom surface, z, is shallower for
less rough bottom waveforms. The detector is positioned directly above the center
of the bottom waveform and its viewing angle is held at nadir (θui = 0
◦). The
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bottom incidence angles of the light transmitted through the air-water interface
are also limited to |θ0′| . 48◦ (occurring only in the solar plane, i.e., φ = φ0 or
φ0 + pi). In the actual modeling the amplitude-to-period ratio, a/l, of the bottom
waveform varies from 0 to 0.225, while the period is kept constant at l = 1.1m.
Although the notation of wavelength dependence is omitted in the analytic
expressions above, we wish to explore the spectral changes that are caused by
varying bottom morphology. The wavelength range considered is between 400–
750nm. For the input directional downwelling irradiance, we assume an air mass
of 1.5 (dimensionless) using ISO standard tables (ISO 1992), the water absorp-
tion coefficients for each wavelength is taken by Smith & Baker (1981), and the
spectral reflectances of sand, shown in Fig. 2.10, are from measurements made in
the Bahamas by Louchard et al. (2003) and those used by Mobley (2006) in his
model Hydrolight. The original sand spectrum has a chlorophyll-a absorption fea-
ture centered at 685nm in a region that would be dominated by water absorption.
An artificial absorption feature was added, centered at 500nm in order to more
effectively track effects due solely to the bottom.
Given the transmitted directions |θ0′| . 48◦, Snell’s law (ceteris paribus) gives
the incident directions in air as
θ0 = sin
−1
(
na
nw
sin θ0
′
)
. (2.27)
Similarly, the viewing angles in air are
θwi = sin
−1
(
nw
na
sin θui
)
. (2.28)
The transmittance of the air-water surface from any incident direction is based on
Fresnel’s equations (see, e.g., Sears 1949), which for randomly polarized incident
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Figure 2.10: Different sand reflectances used in various studies. Reflectance
of sand used in Hydrolight and that measured from a core sam-
ple during CoBOP field work off Lee Stocking Island (LSI),
with an added artificial spectral feature between 450–550nm,
are shown in the plot.
light is:
τ(θi → θi′) = 1−
{
0.5
[
sin(θi − θi′)
sin(θi + θi′)
]2
+ 0.5
[
tan(θi − θi′)
tan(θi + θi′)
]2}
. (2.29)
We show that the limit of this transmission function exists in a proof given in
Appendix C.1. The transmission directions are independent of azimuth angle, so
the representation of azimuthal dependence is omitted here. Planar facets are
idealized from the normals of the reference points along the bottom surface. Given
the relative scale of the surface with its depth, we can safely assume that the
spectral wavelengths considered are much smaller than the surface facets so that
λ2  asj  As , (2.30)
where asj [m
2] is the area of facet j. For each of the facets, the impinging radiance
is determined by the backward tracing already mentioned earlier in this section.
From each of the facets, interreflections from the primary reflections make their
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way to other facets on the bottom. The combined secondary reflections from
each bottom facet then find their way to the detector and contribute to the final
perceived brightness.
The process imagined here is similar to the approach used by Hapke (1993).
However, we bring it further by taking into account the reflectance of the surface,
the absorption in the underwater light field along the ray paths, and the relative
directions of the incident and emergent paths with respect to the facet normals.
Note that, for this simple case, the detector is looking straight down. With the
bottom surface area discretized, the light from each planar facet can be added to
simulate what a realistic detector would perceive.
While multiple scattering within a waveform can be studied using a triangu-
lar wave, the effect of shadowing and obscuration are too abrupt when grazing
incidence conditions are in effect. Before we go any further, we mention that a
theoretical approach taken by Zaneveld & Boss (2003) (ignoring attenuation) pro-
vides an expression for radiances emerging from an underwater bottom surface
modeled as a triangular wave for i reflections and j facets:
LTSRB(θui, φui) =
∑
asj∈As
L(θij
′, φij ′) (d)2 asj cos
∣∣θij ′ − ξij∣∣ cos ∣∣θuij − ξui∣∣
(dij ′)2As cos θw cos θs
, (2.31)
where
d = z −max ∣∣ζij∣∣−min ∣∣ζui∣∣− z′ , (2.32)
θw is the detector viewing angle, and θs is the normal of the bottom projected
surface with area As. The water surface is assumed to be flat and the average
bottom surface is perpendicular to the global normal so that cos θw = cos θs = 1.
Notice that if shadowing exists it is accounted for by the condition imposed in
Eqs. 2.7 and 2.22 for radiances just leaving the surface facets, while any facet for
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which obscuration is in effect would be eliminated by the limit in the summation
(asj ∈ As) in Eq. 2.31. Due to the geometric setup of the bottom used by Zaneveld
& Boss (2003), the detected radiance expression is further simplified by assuming
that the angular terms approach unity and that the difference between the av-
erage distance from the projected bottom to the detector and that of each facet
to the detector is negligible. We suspect, however, that the angular terms and
the distances light travels in the medium can be brought to bear in a sinusoidal
model and use these same concepts to highlight the geometric effects of our model.
Furthermore, in our model each of the rays from the facets is attenuated through
the path length of light as incorporated in the radiance function, L(θij
′, φij ′), for
all reflections i and facets j, that is given in Eqs. 2.10 or 2.17.
2.7 Spectral considerations for marine optics
Bottom roughness can affect both the magnitude and spectral quality of the ob-
served reflectance. In order to understand how spectral changes may arise from
higher order reflections due to multiple interactions of the light with the bottom,
initial results for first and second order reflectance are presented separately. The
first order reflectance is indicative of the overall change in magnitude as the bottom
roughness changes, while the second order reflectance should be more sensitive to
changes in the spectral distribution.
2.7.1 Changes in magnitude
We consider only first order and second order reflections from an underwater si-
nusoidal surface at wavelength λ = 550nm. Assuming that the water surface is
flat and there are no other light sources in the medium, the rays of interest fall
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within Snell’s cone (θ1 . 48◦ underwater incidence angles, 0◦ being zenith inci-
dence). For a flat bottom, where a/l = 0, the first order radiance decrease behaves
Lambertian-like (Fig. 2.11), with a falloff proportional to the cosine of the inci-
dence angle. Because the situation is in the near-field, the redistributed emergent
directions contribute to an overall non-Lambertian effect. As roughness increases,
the zenith return radiances drop, implying that the radiance has been redirected
into other directions, making the reflectance less Lambertian. When the surface
becomes sufficiently rough the radiance drops abruptly (e.g., the drop between
a/l = 0.24 and 0.3 for an incidence angle of 30◦), and with increasing roughness
this abrupt drop occurs at smaller incidence angles. This is due to the effects
of either shadowing or obscuration, or both. (Note that the curves in the figure
are not smooth due to the wide sampling intervals taken for the roughness ratio.)
Although the underlying surface reflectance is essentially Lambertian, the effects
of roughness on the overall return quickly alters the distribution of reflected light.
Interestingly enough, however, the decrease in radiance relative to a flat surface
is the same regardless of incidence angle except when shadowing or obscuration
takes place, then the subsequent decrease is the same. For the setup here, and
as expected we conclude that: (1) the brightest surface is a flat surface; and, (2)
when the roughness increases, the brightest overall return from primary reflections
is at an incidence angle parallel to the zenith direction.
There are no secondary reflections from a flat surface (Fig. 2.12). The second
order radiances initially increase and eventually decrease as roughness sets in.
Changing the amplitude-to-period ratio of a surface changes the incidence angle at
which the surface produces its greatest second order reflectance. As the roughness
increases the radiances peak at this maximum ratio and then begin to decrease.
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Figure 2.11: First order radiances at λ = 550nm as the a/l ratio increases,
for different incidence directions, θ1, but with a fixed viewing
direction at θu = 0
◦. In the first order, the reflectance is highest
when the surface is flat and decreases as the surface becomes
rougher. An abrupt drop is observed when the bottom rough-
ness causes either shadowing or obscuration, or both.
As with the first order radiances, a more pronounced decrease is expected when
the effects of either shadowing or obscuration, or both, set in. At its maximum
(at a/l = 0.12 for this viewing distance) second order radiance is only about 2%
of the first order radiance and is nearly constant for any viewing angle. Recall
that only the diffuse component of the secondary reflections have been considered.
The contribution of the second order is greatest at some intermediate roughness
where focusing occurs (see also Ivanov & Prikhach 1976). The brightest secondary
reflections come from a surface that has an amplitude-to-period ratio of a/l = 0.12
but similar to first order radiances regardless of roughness. The brightest overall
return results when the light source is at zenith. Even so, the contribution of
the second order reflections are small—almost two orders of magnitude smaller—
relative to the overall reflected radiance.
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Figure 2.12: Second order radiances at λ = 550nm as the a/l ratio increases,
with incidence directions, θ1, matching those in Fig. 2.11, and
with a fixed viewing direction, θu = 0
◦. There are no second or-
der reflections when the surface is flat. Again, either shadowing
or obscuration, or both, cause a sudden drop in the reflectances
when the surface becomes rough enough.
2.7.2 Spectral effects
For the following discussion the bottom reflectance is modeled using the reflectance
measurements for sand collected off Lee Stocking Island (LSI) in the Bahamas,
with a strong, but artificial, spectral absorption feature added that is centered
near λ = 500nm. The composite spectral reflectance is shown in Fig. 2.10. We
ask, therefore, what are the spectral changes that may be expected when a surface
changes from being flat? Using a bottom surface reflectance that is different from a
Hydrolight curve (Fig. 2.10), and incorporating both the LSI and the arbitrary fea-
ture introduced here we find that the spectral reflectance is remarkably insensitive
to the surface roughness (Fig. 2.13). Normalizing the spectral reflectance for all
roughness values considered (Fig. 2.14), it is apparent that the bulk of the rather
subtle change in the spectra seem to have little to do with bottom reflectance and
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Figure 2.13: Effects on the remote sensing reflectance. The spectral remote
sensing reflectance, RRS, is given here from the total upwelling
spectral radiance (at the detector below the water surface) over
downwelling irradiance (just above the water surface) for a bot-
tom incidence direction of θ1 = 30
◦ and a viewing direction
θu = 0
◦, considering transmission and attenuation effects as well
as the wavelength-dependent reflectance of a sandy bottom.
can be explained almost entirely by the increase in absorption by water due to the
increase in the effective optical path lengths as the roughness increases. Even the
strong absorption feature inserted into the bottom reflectance spectrum failed to
induce significant effects as the roughness increased.
2.8 Summary
The change in reflectance of an undulating underwater surface that is locally Lam-
bertian has been modeled. The model, formulated to be very general, includes first
and second order reflectances and is designed to include shadowing and obscura-
tion effects. Results for the specific case of a nadir-viewing detector indicate that
the first order reflectance decreases significantly as the amplitude of the bottom
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Figure 2.14: Normalized first order radiances across wavelengths. The small
change in “color” is driven by an increase in water absorption as
the path lengths in the water increase, although the difference as
the roughness changes is almost insignificant. Note that there is
almost no change in the artificial absorption feature near 500nm.
waveform increases. The change in the overall reflectance is only slightly altered
due to the increasing contributions from second order reflections with increasing
roughness.
The modeled conditions considered here are simple, but serve to illustrate the
general problem. There are many issues to consider, however. For the near-field
case presented here (a variation of the far-field case is left for the next chapter),
the second order reflections were only as high as 2.5% of the first-order reflectance
and its overall effect on the spectral reflectance is marginal even where water
absorption is weakest. Given the assumptions made on the reflectance of the
surface and the absorption in the water, there is very little spectral difference
coming from the change in roughness except for a decrease in the overall reflectance
across all wavelengths. It is possible that spectral reflectance factors would play a
more significant role in extremely rough surfaces (e.g., corals, seagrass beds) where
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radiance from multiple reflections becomes more significant, but such cases are not
addressed here.
As described, the model here is capable of handling any degree of surface rough-
ness, provided that it can be represented as a single-valued function (i.e., there are
no overhangs or cavities along the bottom surface; discontinuous derivatives are in-
admissible). While definitions of roughness abound, we simply use the amplitude-
to-period ratio of the defining sinusoidal function of the surface as a roughness
metric.
We have shown that geometrical effects, more than anything else, contribute
to the non-Lambertian behavior of the resulting reflectance of a rough surface.
However, the model setup is restricted in the sense that all the light captured by the
FOV of the imaging system at any one time arises from a single surface waveform,
irrespective of the surface roughness. This restriction provides a convenient basis
for comparing surfaces with different roughness ratios. In general this need not
be the case, and it becomes necessary to allow for multiple waveforms in order
to consider multiple viewing angles. Finally, while the results here only include
contributions up to second order reflections, but with shadowing and obscuration
effects, the analytical expression presented is written for the nth order.
CHAPTER 3
PART II. ESTIMATION OF THE VARIABILITY IN THE
REFLECTANCE OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL ROUGH SURFACE
3.1 Introduction
The two-dimensional geometrical model presented by Zaneveld & Boss (2003) was
useful for describing the range of variability in reflected radiation due to roughness.
However, a full three-dimensional model is needed to examine the effect of bottom
morphology and the implications for remote sensing since actual observations are
rarely confined to the solar plane. Thus, the two-dimensional model of Zaneveld
& Boss (2003) is extended here into three dimensions using a periodic surface to
show changes in reflectance that might be expected for near-field and far-field re-
mote sensing. Using a simple periodic surface function, the derivation that follows
offers an approach that is applicable for any locally Lambertian surface that can
be expressed as a single-valued function (see Koenderink et al. 1999 for “pitted”
surfaces that affect its apparent texture) . The analysis results in a far-field “cor-
rection” factor for a three-dimensional surface that is analogous to that found by
Zaneveld & Boss (2003).
3.2 Objective and assumptions
For this brief exposition, we want to derive an effective reflectance function as
a substitute for the usual Lambertian assumption using a three-dimensional egg-
carton (sinusoidal) surface. Oren & Nayar (1995) provide a solution to reflectance
change by a locally Lambertian surface due to roughness that agrees well with
their measurements. Viewing straight on, they suggest that as surface roughness
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decreases, the apparent surface reflectance approaches that of a flat surface. We
show, however, that it approaches a “far-field” value that is the ratio of the effec-
tive reflectance and the inherent Lambertian reflectance (so do Zaneveld & Boss
2003 for a two-dimensional triangular wave). Their model includes isotropic and
anisotropic surface roughnesses. The simplification made here to a surface that has
an underlying sinusoidal function imposes a directionality to the surface roughness.
The importance of the sinusoid as a model for rough surfaces in providing ana-
lytical solutions is discussed in, for example, Millar (1973) and Waterman (1975)
(for light waves incident on a surface) and references therein; in particular, Lord
Rayleigh (1910) finds that either the amplitude or the period of the surface af-
fects the effective reflectance of a rough surface. While a surface function may
be described statistically (e.g., Bass & Fuks 1979, Beckmann & Spizzichino 1987),
an analytical function allows for the simplicity in deriving the generalized integral
equation. Another simplifying assumption is that the roughness dimensions of the
surface in question is much larger than the incident wavelength of light. This way,
the theory of geometric optics applies and we can treat the light being transferred
in the system as rays and ignore interference effects. For a similar treatment of
periodic structures with amplitude and period in transverse and electromagnetic
waves see Zaki & Neureuther (1971a,b). They find that the power of the specularly
reflected wave from a rough surface at normal incidence is equal in amplitude to
that of a flat surface (Zaki & Neureuther 1971a). They also find that as surface
roughness increases, the reflectance drops for any given incidence angle. Further-
more, they observe, at least for light treated as waves, that a Brewster angle effect
occurs for a particular amplitude-to-period ratio relative to wavelength.
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For our purpose here, we assume that measurements are taken at scales where
the roughness dimension could be smaller than or larger than the width of the
detector footprint. Fig. 3.1 shows an idealization of a detector FOV over a rippled
surface, one closer and one farther from the surface viewing straight down. In
any case, the detector height is constrained so that its footprint sees at least
one full ripple. With a detector viewing along nadir (i.e., straight down), the
reflectance of the surface is at its maximum and no shadowing nor any obscuration
can occur (increased effects due to shadowing occur when the light is treated as
waves, see Zaki & Neureuther 1971b). Multiple reflections from the surface are
ignored. Furthermore, we assume that the light source is assumed to be at zenith.
3.3 Defining reflectance
Radiance is defined as the intensity of light emerging from or incident onto a surface
at certain directions per unit solid angle (Watts per unit area per unit steradian).
Irradiance, on the other hand, is light that is incident onto a surface from all
directions and emergent into all directions (Watts per unit area). A steradian is
the area subtended by the source or projected onto the receiver along the path of
light propagation. It is, in fact, a three-dimension angular measure (see Part I). If
the light from a source of finite area can be measured in all its emanating directions
(a full hemisphere for an infinitesimally small area), then the quantity measured
is irradiance. Further nuances to these concepts and other assumptions are added
as needed.
In general, because a surface has inherent optical properties, an efficient way to
deduce these properties is to study the reflectance of a surface in different directions
and with different wavelengths of light. Reflectance then is just the ratio of the
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Figure 3.1: Moving the view from the near-field to the far-field case. With
the field of view of a detector remaining constant but the detec-
tor moving farther away from the surface, its footprint increases
and includes reflectance effects from more parts of the extended
surface.
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amount of light leaving a surface to the amount it receives. For remote sensing
purposes, since the usual available light in the natural environment comes from
the sun and skylight, the incoming radiation is measured as irradiance: the light
available to a surface of interest. The light leaving a surface, for practical purposes,
is measured only from one particular direction in the given hemisphere above this
surface. So, reflectance is thus a ratio of radiance over irradiance and carries units
per steradian. In the rest of the discussion for this part, the units of SI are utilized.
Now, more formally, the radiance at a surface L
[
Wm2sr−1
]
is defined as the
radiant flux Φ [W] per unit projected surface area per unit solid angle Ω [sr] (com-
pare to previous definition in Eq. 1.3). By the principle of reciprocity, the radiance
at the detector is equal to the radiance at the surface
L =
Φ
As cos θsΩs
=
Φ
Ad cos θdΩd
, (3.1)
where
Ωs =
Ad cos θd
r2
, (3.2)
and
Ωd =
As cos θs
r2
, (3.3)
and r is the distance between the surface (or source) and the detector. Assuming
there is no loss of light or attenuation along the path in the intervening medium, the
flux at the source, Φ, is exactly equal to the flux at the detector. This assumption
facilitates the isolation of the effect of surface roughness. θs and θd are the angles
between zenith and the normals to the surface and the light path, respectively.
If we assume that both surface and detector areas are homogeneous, so that any
small “patch” might represent the wider surface, then we can assume that the
areas of the surface and the detector, As and Ad, respectively, are infinitesimally
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small. Furthermore, say that the surface material is perfectly diffuse, that is, it
has the property of reflecting light incident on it equally into all possible emergent
directions. The surface is then said to be Lambertian; and if the infinitesimally
small areas, or facets, regardless of their tilts, obey this law, the surface can be
treated as locally Lambertian. As a simplification, the radiance at a point on this
Lambertian surface is defined as
L = ρ
E
pi
. (3.4)
ρ is the inherent reflectance coefficient of the surface and E is the irradiance at
the surface. In fact, ρ is more formally the irradiance reflectance function (proof
provided, for example, in Mobley 1994, p. 234), which is the ratio of the emer-
gent irradiance to the incident irradiance. (For a different expression of diffuse
reflectance that uses a Fresnel term to modify the Lambertian equation, see Wolff
1994.) This is the reflectance we want to find a substitute for when the surface
is no longer flat. The coefficient provides the measure of the error of assuming
that a surface, albeit inherently Lambertian, is flat when it can have a roughness
that affects its apparent optical property. To be able to separate out the effect
of surface roughness—the variation of its tilts away from vertical—we want this
“effective” reflectance to be entirely dependent on roughness.
3.4 Extending into three dimensions
Let a beam of light be incident at a point on the surface (as represented by a plane
facet) in the direction of the unit vector ~r0, given in polar coordinates as (θ0, φ0)
or in vector components as
~r0 = (sin θ0 cosφ0) ~i + (sin θ0 sinφ0) ~j + (cos θ0) ~k . (3.5)
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Furthermore, let the surface be defined as a two-dimensional sinusoid (much like
an egg carton) with an amplitude a and a period l referenced on a Cartesian
coordinate system. The roughness then can be dependent on a surface shape of
this sinusoid:
g(x, y) = a sin kx cos ky , (3.6)
where
k =
2pi
l
. (3.7)
By the cosine law of irradiance, the irradiance at a point anywhere on the surface
produces an irradiance that is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the
incident direction and the normal at this point, thus,
E = Es cos
∣∣ (θ0, φ0)− (θn, φn) ∣∣ = Es ∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ , (3.8)
where the polar angle pair (θn, φn) represents the normals to the facets. Recall
that ~r0 · ~rn is the dot product of the two vectors and gives the angular distance
between them. More explicitly, in vector notation, the unit normal vectors are
expressed as
~rn =
1√
1 + gx2 + gy2
[
(−gx) ~i + (−gy) ~j + ~k
]
, (3.9)
where
gx =
∂g
∂x
(3.10)
and
gy =
∂g
∂y
(3.11)
are the partial derivatives of the surface function in the x- and y-directions, re-
spectively (the fractional factor normalizes the vector to unit length). In fact, the
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ratio of the reflectance of a rough Lambertian surface to that of a flat one is simply
the average cosine of the facet normals (proof in Hapke 1993).
By definition, the irradiance at a surface is the integral of the radiance on it
from all incident directions, taking into account the effect of the cosine of the
incidence angle makes for each direction:
Es =
∫
Ω0
L(θ0, φ0)
∣∣ cos θ0∣∣ dΩ0 . (3.12)
Translating into Cartesian coordinates (necessary for referencing the location (x, y)
of the surface projected onto the xy-plane) where g(x, y) ∈ S and using the normal
vectors to express the facet tilts, the irradiance at the surface can be expressed as
Es(x, y) =
∫
S
L(x, y, θ0, φ0)
∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ dS . (3.13)
If it can be assumed that the reflected radiance is collimated, then substituting
Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.4 the radiance of a surface that is not flat can be expressed as
L = ρ
Es
pi
∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ . (3.14)
Recall that ρ is the reflectance coefficient of the material, i.e., it is a property
inherent to the surface material that is locally Lambertian at any point. Taking
the ratio of the surface radiance to the incident irradiance from Eq. 3.14 gives us
an effective reflectance for a Lambertian facet:
ρf =
L
Es
= ρ
∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ , (3.15)
This gives the ratio of the material reflectance to the apparent reflectance as
ρf
ρ
=
∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ , (3.16)
being just the cosine of the tilt angle of the facet with respect to its local normal.
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3.5 Far-field effects
As the detector moves away from the surface, many more points and thus many
more facets fall within the detector field of view. Let the area of this surface be
AS. It turns out that reflectance ratio is the average of the cosines of the angles
between the incident direction and surface normals. For the far-field case, Eq. 3.16
is integrated over the surface domain to get
ρff
ρ
=
1
AS
∫∫ ∣∣~r0 · ~rn∣∣ dx dy . (3.17)
Specifically, for the egg-carton surface (Eq. 3.6) this becomes (the Matlab func-
tion is provided in Appendix B.1)
ρff
ρ
=
1
AS
∫
S
[
1 + (ka cos kx cos ky)2 + (ka sin kx sin ky)2
]
(− ka cos kx cos ky sin θs cosφs
+ ka sin kx sin ky sin θs sinφs + cos θs
)
dS . (3.18)
For a zenith sun and a surface roughness of a/l = 0.1 the reflectance ratio drops
8% (not shown in figures); at a/l = 0.2, 24%, and a/l = 0.5, 55% (Fig. 3.2). In
the absence of any shadowing or obscuration, the reflectance drop is independent
of incidence direction and absolute length of the period of the defining waveform.
For the same defining waveform as the egg-carton above, Zaneveld & Boss (2003)
show that a two-dimensional sinusoidal wave with a/l = 0.1 gives a drop in the
reflectance ratio of 8%; a/l = 0.2, a drop of 22%; and a/l = 0.5, a drop of 49%.
To compare, the Zaneveld & Boss (2003) solution for a triangular wave has the
reflectance ratio drop by 7%, 21.9%, and 55%, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Ratio of far-field reflectance of a periodic surface relative to that
of a flat surface at nadir viewing. The reflectance ratio remains
the same regardless of the absolute length of the defining period
of the sinusoidal function. The detector is looking straight down
and sees enough waveforms so that the reflectance measured is
the far-field value. The top inset shows a scale model of a change
in a/l keeping the period constant; the lower inset shows a con-
stant a/l but with the period halved.
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3.6 Near-field solution
A part of the egg-carton surface that can be considered to represent any other area
on the surface is a section that would have all possible facet normals and all possible
surface heights contained in it. One full “period” in three dimensions would have
a vertical projected area (i.e., a domain defined on the xy-plane) of a rectangle
connecting any four proximal peaks, Fig. 3.3. A detector that sees through a right
circular cone has an elliptic footprint. However, a detector positioned to look
straight down has a circular footprint (Fig. 3.3). We consider now the effects on
the reflectance for a detector in the near-field, i.e., one that sees only part of a full
period.
For the realization here, we assume a hypothetical detector with a half-angle
θd = 5
◦ located at a point (rx, ry, rz) oriented downwards, so that at the reference
plane, z = 0, the detector looking straight down has a circular footprint radius
of r = rz tan θd. Assuming that the boundary of the intersection of the detector
field of view and the surface is this same projection, and using similar arguments
in Eqs. 3.15-3.18, the ratio of the effective reflectance of the rough surface to that
of a flat one with the same projected area is (the Matlab function is provided in
Appendix B.2)
ρeff
ρ
=
1
pir2
∫ rx+r
rx−r
∫ ry+√r2−(x−rx)
ry−
√
r2−(x−rx)
{
1 +
[
ka cos kx cos ky
]2
+
[
ka sin kx sin ky
]2}[
− ka cos kx cos ky sin θs cosφs
+ ka sin kx sin ky sin θs sinφs + cos θs
]
dx dy . (3.19)
As the relative detector distance, rz/l, increases away from the surface, the
near-field values approach the far-field limit, Fig. 3.4. The error oscillates around
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of an egg-carton surface viewing straight down. The
point (0, 0) is at the origin of the function domain and sits at the
average level, right between a trough (−1
4
, 0) (darker area) and
a peak (1
4
, 0) (lighter area), looking from left to right. The scale
is normalized: one unit (from peak to peak in the horizontal or
vertical directions) is equivalent to the length l of the defining
waveform. The point (0, 1
2
) is the reverse in orientation of (0, 0):
it is between a peak and a trough. The points (1
4
, 1
4
) and (1
4
,−1
4
)
have the same orientations but one rotated 90◦ from the other.
The points (0, 1
4
) and (0,−1
4
) sit at the center of local extrema.
The square around (−1
4
, 0) shows what would be considered to be
a “unit” surface area that would contain all the possible orienta-
tions of normal vectors and all possible heights. As the detector
moves away from (1
4
,−1
4
) the size of its footprint increases, as
indicated by the enlarging circles centered around it.
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the far-field value and starts to create a clear envelope that is evident beyond
rz/l ≈ 10 for the cases considered. The dashed lines on the plots are mirror graphs
along the far-field value and are only used to illustrate an envelope of minimum
and maximum values that can be expected. The rougher the surface (see change in
roughness in top inset of Fig. 3.2), the sooner the envelope narrows and the quicker
the reflectance ratios approach the far-field values. This means that measurements
can be made at a certain distance from the surface so that the far-field value can
be used to correct the reflectance for roughness effects if the roughness can be
known. However, shallow water environments are typically less than a few meters
deep and the air-water interface further complicates the surface reflectance.
Another way to look at the results is to normalize the data by the far-field values
for each specific a/l, see Fig. 3.5. These plots include black dashed lines showing an
upper and lower 0.5% change away from the far-field values. As before, in Fig. 3.4,
values approach the far-field values much more quickly when the roughness is
greater. In Fig. 3.5, however, the normalization shows that the outer envelope
of values reach the 0.5% margin at the same depth regardless of roughness for
the same absolute period length. Furthermore, the smaller the dimensions of the
roughness, the sooner the reflectance errors diminish, compare Fig. 3.5(a,b) with
(c,d). For distances of a few meters, reflectance errors due to roughness effects
alone can be as high as approximately 20%. If, however, numerous measurements
can be made directly above different points on the surface of interest (similar to the
idea of taking pairs of points in Snyder 1998) and an average apparent reflectance
can be deduced, then with an assumption of the “real” reflectance, ρ, of the surface,
a correction can be made and a roughness approximated. Alternatively, reflectance
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Figure 3.4: Effective reflectance of a periodic surface relative to that of a flat
surface. For this exposition we consider roughnesses of a/l = 0.2
(a,c) and 0.3 (b,d) for surfaces with periods of 1.1m (a,b) and
1.1/2m (c,d). A distance normalized by the period of the relevant
waveform is on the x-axis. The dashed lines are the reflectance
ratios mirrored along the far-field values for each a/l (Fig. 3.2)
showing the minimum and maximum values that can be expected
within an envelope that narrows as the relative detector distance,
rz/l, increases. The dark green lines are reflectance ratios with
a detector looking straight down at the surface origin ((0, 0) in
Fig. 3.3). The outermost lines represent the values for when the
detector is directly above the middle of a trough.
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distributions for two or more different incidence directions may be made to infer
surface roughness (see Levin et al. 2004).
3.7 Summary and limitations
An extension of the concept and two-dimensional model of Zaneveld & Boss (2003)
into three dimensions has been provided. As surface roughness increases, the
reflectance approaches that of a flat Lambertian surface, with a “correction” factor
for a far-field value that is (made) dependent only on the amplitude-to-period ratio
of the defining surface waveform. When the detector is close enough to the surface
and it sees only part of what would be considered an area that represents the
full variation of surface slopes and heights, the reflectance variation is greater
and care must be taken when taking measurements in such situations. A future
consideration would be to see how measurements from different points above the
surface could provide a way to determine how much reflectance variation there
is and deduce what the underlying reflectance might be. Finally, regardless of
surface roughness the envelope enclosing the roughness variation approaches the
0.5% (arbitrary value) variation at the same detector distance, but for a waveform
of constant period.
While the results only consider a detector at nadir (a single direction), insight
into the effects of a change in surface roughness is developed. Furthermore, an
analytic periodic surface is used to simplify further roughness comparisons (and
solutions) as well as provide a clear measure of surface roughness (the amplitude-
to-period ratio, a/l). Effects of shadowing are included indirectly: these produce
the open-ended envelopes for smaller detector distances in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. No in-
terference effects are included in the theory of geometrical optics (otherwise, strong
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Figure 3.5: Reflectance ratios normalized to the far-field values given par-
ticular roughness ratios, a/l. The results are the same as in
Fig. 3.4 except that the values are normalized by the far-field
values, ρff/ρ, as given in Fig. 3.2 for each a/l. The y-axis thus be-
comes ρeff/ρff(a/l). Black dashed lines indicate the 0.5% change
away from the far-field value for each set.
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resonances in the magnetic field is expected to be apparent for rough surfaces, see
Zaki & Neureuther 1971b). The surface is assumed to have infinite lateral extent
so that edge effects are avoided (for a treatment of surfaces with boundaries, see
the wave solution by Millar 1973). Oren & Nayar (1995) show that for diffuse
surfaces, the apparent reflectance is lower than the Lambertian value of a flat sur-
face (or facet) in the forward scattering region (around the specular direction).
Only the nadir viewing results are provided here but are in agreement with their
observation. Furthermore, Oren & Nayar (1995) expect the apparent reflectance
to increase outward in the side scattering region. Diffuse surfaces are expected to
have a strong backscattering component (see, e.g., Oren & Nayar 1995), so that
coupled with the detector looking straight down at a surface, one measures the
strongest possible return and provide the effects of an extreme case with conve-
nient simplifying assumptions. Only Lambertian reflectance is considered, Part III
(Chap. 4) inspects the behavior of specular reflections (adopting the model which
was popularized by Torrance & Sparrow 1967).
CHAPTER 4
PART III. THE BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF A ROUGH
AIR-WATER-BOTTOM SYSTEM: THE SPECULAR COMPONENT
4.1 Introduction
Surfaces scatter light differently in different directions: a purely mirror-like surface
scatters light in the direction opposite the incident light at an equal angle away
from the surface normal, i.e., the specular direction; a diffuse surface scatters
light equally in all directions away from the surface. Most natural surfaces have
both a specular and a diffuse property. Surfaces are classified as one or the other
based on which one component dominates the overall effect. Most are considered
to be diffuse, e.g., Zhang et al. (2003a) and Maignan et al. (2004) for ooid sand,
Sandmeier et al. (1998b,a) and Sandmeier (2000) for grass, and van Ginneken et al.
(1998), Govaerts & Verstraete (1998) and Hu et al. (1999) for plant canopies. The
specular component is responsible for the reflectance peak around the specular
direction (e.g., for snow and sea ice, see Jin & Simpson 1999). We wish to capture
the qualitative aspects of separating out the behavior and effects of the specular
component from a rough surface and so be able to study it independently. For
specular reflection from a rough surface, each surface element reflects light into
a single direction and the distribution of surface slopes results in a distribution
of reflected light. The method chosen is computationally efficient for specular
reflection but is inefficient for diffuse reflection since it would require running the
calculations for all possible directions, i.e., to allow for the integration of the diffuse
reflectance into all directions for each possible slope.
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Reflection is the process whereby light impinging upon a boundary is redirected
away from this boundary (on a path back into the original medium). Transmission
is when light goes through the boundary whereby its direction is affected. Light is
“absorbed” when it is transformed into another form of energy when its intensity
decreases as it travels through a medium. In the current treatment we ignore
absorption in the water. Nevertheless, we later point out that to affect the resulting
polarization of the system absorption needs to be taken into account. Only elastic
scattering—where there is a change in the direction of light propagation but a
retention of its energy—is considered.
Many studies on surface scattering assume that the reflectance distribution of a
surface is azimuthally symmetric along the principal plane, the plane defined by the
normal to the surface of interest and the direction of the light source (e.g., an ooid
sand surface in Mobley et al. 2003). If the roughness is isotropic (i.e., independent
of direction) or when it is aligned along the principal plane, the resulting symmetry
can be useful in studying the optical properties of the surface. In such a situation,
the reflectance peak lies along the principal plane. In the natural environment,
however, the surface roughness may be anisotropic (directionally dependent), and
the sun (the dominant light source) and detector may not be aligned with the
orientation of the physical roughness pattern. Note that when skylight contributes
significantly to the light source of a system, there is not one source direction. Aas &
Høkedal (1999) argue that the distribution of reflected radiance off the sea surface
is more a function of the sky radiance distribution than it is of the roughness of
the sea surface. In this study, we use the Mueller matrix approach to the problem
allowing for anisotropic roughness that is not aligned along the principal plane to
be included but leave further analyses that takes this into account for another time
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and focus the discussion only on surface roughness orientations that are aligned
along the principal plane.
The scattering problem from Parts I (Chap. 2) and II (Chap. 3) are extended
here into full hemispherical reflectance distributions for light traveling in and out of
water with a wind-roughened surface and an optically bright underwater bottom
surface with statistical roughness. To simplify the problem, let the underwater
surface be homogeneous, highly reflective, and covered with sand, having an aver-
age reflectance of 0.4 in the visible range (Louchard et al. 2003). We employ the
statistical distribution of water surface normals as determined by Cox & Munk
(1954, 1956) (realizing that improvements to their method and results have been
proposed elsewhere, e.g., Wentz 1976). A similar approach is used to quantify
the distribution of normals of the underwater surface that expresses the surface
roughness. Both these steps allow us to handle the system as if the surface were
spatially averaged (the two other important considerations are taken care of by
other means: the time averaging operating under the geometric optics assumption
and the linearization of the problem through the Mueller matrix approach). Vector
transformations are similar to standard techniques, e.g., Mullamaa (1962), as well
as Yang et al. (2003) who analyze the resulting polarization, as do Kattawar &
Adams (1989).
4.2 Angles and vectors in three dimensions
There is a symmetry expected along the plane of the sun in the light interactions of
reflection, refraction and transmission in the natural environment, suggesting that
the reflectances are isotropic. To take advantage of this, we choose a coordinate
system that is arbitrarily aligned with the sun: the global reference frame is where
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the sun location falls along the horizontal y-axis at an azimuth of φs = 90
◦. We
assume that the predominant wind direction is aligned along the y-axis and the
bottom surface roughness is aligned perpendicular to it. When the solar reference
plane and the wind and bottom reference planes are not aligned, we expect the
symmetry of the interactions to be lost (loss of symmetry is also expected when the
underwater light field is asymmetric, see Timofeeva 1962). The current formulation
allows for this and we show a few results, but most of the analyses deal with the
symmetric case since the maximum reflectance change in response to variations
in the viewing and illumination directions occur with symmetric conditions. For
reflectances outside the principal plane, a model in three dimensions is shown
by Zhu & Zhang (2004) to work better than one dimension fewer, especially for
surfaces with non-Gaussian slope distributions.
Let the angular pair (θs, φs) indicate the sun location in the sky dome above
a reference point on the sea surface, a location which can also be expressed as
a linear combination of the unit directional vectors ~i, ~j and ~k in the Cartesian
coordinate system along the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively, so the angular
pair also represents the unit vector in component form as
(θs, φs) or ~rs = rsx~i + rsy~j + rsz ~k . (4.1)
Similarly, a point in the sky is represented as
(θ0, φ0) or ~r0 = r0x~i + r0y~j + r0z ~k . (4.2)
The transformation is such that given any angular pair (θ, φ) and a vector length
r ≥ 0 the x-, y- and z- components, are respectively given by
rx = r sin θ cosφ (4.3)
ry = r sin θ sinφ (4.4)
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and
rz = r cos θ . (4.5)
By definition, |~r| = 1 for a vector of unit length. The reference to the directions in
the coordinate space depends on whether the spherical coordinates or the vector
components are appropriate to facilitate the calculations. Similarly, a reflected
direction is denoted by
(θ1, φ1) or ~r1 = r1x~i + r1y~j + r1z ~k , (4.6)
(θ2, φ2) or ~r2 = r2x~i + r2y~j + r2z ~k , (4.7)
as appropriate, and so on.
4.3 Sun irradiance and sky luminance distribution
In this section we describe the source of light for the model. Seen at the mean
distance on the surface of the earth from the sun, the solar disk subtends a diameter
of approximately 0.535◦ or a radius of 0.2675◦ (e.g., Cox & Munk 1954, 1956,
McCluney 1994, Mobley 1994, p. 35, Walker 1994). Thus, in unit radians, the sun
has an angular radius of
ε ≈ 0.2675◦
(
pi[rad]
180◦
)
= 0.0045 [rad] (4.8)
so that it subtends a solid angle at a point on the earth of approximately
Ωs = 2pi
(
1− cos ε) = 6.85× 10−5 [sr] . (4.9)
This is a specific application of the concept of a steradian measure, which is best
illustrated using Fig. 1.2 and presented here again as Fig. 4.1. A source that is
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Figure 4.1: The concept of a spherical cap as an extension of the concept of
the projected area that helps define the measure steradian: the
cap here is the surface with area A in the figure.
approximately a disk in the sky is projected onto a spherical cap with area A on
a unit hemisphere (r = 1) above the point of interest on a surface. Let the arc
length along the meridian plane that defines a radius for this area be some angle
θ′, then in general the solid angle of this spherical cap is given by
Ω =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ θ′
0
sin θ dθ dφ = 2pi
(
1− cos θ′) [sr] . (4.10)
Notice that the spherical cap has full azimuthal variation; only the zenith angle is
changed from the full hemisphere, see Eq. 2.6 for the differential form (definition
provided in any standard photometry or radiometry text, e.g., McCluney 1994,
Mobley 1994, Walker 1994).
In the treatment here we initially limit the input irradiance to the sun and
assume that the sky is “black”. However, in general, the light from the sky is not
uniform and, although it is only roughly 10% of the intensity from the sun at its
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Figure 4.2: ISO standard (2004) sky types for the sun at an angle of θs = 30
◦
from zenith (equal radial measure from the center out to 90◦) and
an azimuth φs = 90
◦ (pointing straight up), as indicated by the
circle-dot in each panel. Sky Type 5, being that for a uniform
sky, is not included in this figure.
strongest, it can affect the pattern of the light reflected from the water surface.
When we do consider a diffuse sky, we use the set of theoretical hemispherical sky
luminance distributions from the ISO standard (ISO 2004) to represent variations
to this input distribution and call it Lsky(θs, φs). Luminance is radiance that is
limited to the visible range of radiation, i.e., radiance integrated over only the
visible range to get the irradiance (thus implying wavelength dependence). The
theoretical distributions are presented in Fig. 4.2 for a sun angle of θs = 30
◦ from
zenith (the sun is located along the positive y-axis at φs = 90
◦). The symbol
(circle-dot) in each plot indicates the position of the sun.
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These are theoretical plots and conditions in the natural environment affect the
symmetry along the solar plane (see Liu & Voss 1997). The brightness gradient
represents the ratio of the brightness anywhere in the sky to that of the brightest
point in the sky. The unit measure from the ISO standard has been normalized
here, which is given as the ratio of the brightness to that at zenith; to obtain
absolute values of the distribution, the brightness at zenith needs to be known.
These distributions are defined by smooth continuous functions and are best for
representing cloudless skies or a more homogeneous sky cover. When the cloud
cover is broken, these distributions are approximate at best. Types 1-4 present
an overcast sky; with steep gradations for Types 1 and 2, moderate for Types 3
and 4. Type 5 is for a uniform sky and is not included in Fig. 4.2. Partly cloudy
skies are presented as Types 6-10. Type 11 is for a “white-blue” sky. A clear sky
with low turbidity is Type 12 and a clear sky with a polluted atmosphere Type
13. Types 14 and 15 are for turbid skies. Finally, Type 16 is for a “general sky”
representing the traditional overcast sky formula used in many lighting simulations.
The distributions are symmetric along the solar plane with most skies having the
brightest spot in the sun direction, except for overcast skies (Types 1, 3 and 16)
where it is brightest at zenith. Note that the irradiance from the sun is considered
of a separate source and is not included in these distributions. Given the location
of the sun in the sky and a sky type, a Matlab program is used to determine the
sky luminance distribution as presented in the ISO standard and is provided in
Appendix B.3.
In the calculations, when the sun is not the only source of illumination, we use
Sky Type 9, which represents a sky that is “partly cloudy, with the sun obscured”
simply for its perceptibly more interesting patterns of variation. For all sky types,
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two underlying functions help determine the brightness distribution. One is depen-
dent on the distance of a sky element from zenith and the other is its distance from
the sun in the sky. The gradation functions for Types 9-15 describe the brightening
of the sky toward the horizon. The standard specifies the luminance distribution
as the brightness ratio of a part of the sky relative to that at zenith. We modify
that here to have its brightest spot in the direction of the sun, normalizing the
distribution in that direction and calling it L¯sky. This simplifies the assignment of
radiance values later for integration.
4.4 Roughness, surface characteristics and projected areas
Assume that the measure of physical roughness of the surface is much greater
than the electromagnetic wavelength used so that geometric optics can be applied.
The theory of geometric optics utilizes the ray nature of light that describes its
gross behavior when the physical dimensions of the interacting material is much
larger than its wavelength. Recall that two surfaces are of interest here: the
water surface that is wind-ruﬄed and the underwater bottom surface. The water
surface roughness is dependent on the prevailing wind direction. Although it is
meant to be locally random as in the Oren & Nayar (1995) model, it is essentially
directional (wind-ruﬄed) in the macro scale. This function is dependent on wind
speed and direction and is based on empirical observations by Cox & Munk (1954,
1956) who looked at sun glint (see Walker 1994, p. 413, for sun glint resolution)
and the speckle pattern from aerial photographs of the ocean. The roughness
of the underwater bottom is also considered to be anisotropic. However, it is
modeled using a sinusoidal function, much like an egg-carton surface (another
possibility is to use the function of a trochoid to model the surface “shape” as in
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Fuks 2002). Only the physical roughness of the surfaces are analyzed. Optical
roughness is a different measure: a smooth surface has r⊥2/r‖ = 1.0 (r⊥ and r‖
are the perpendicular and parallel reflection coefficients) at θ0 = 45
◦ (e.g., Stagg
& Charalampopoulos 1991).
Let the underwater bottom surface be represented by the function
fb(x, y) = a sin kx cos ky , (4.11)
(also Eq. 3.6), where
k =
2pi
l
, (4.12)
a is the amplitude of the defining waveform, which is aligned along the x-axis, and
l is its period. When the defining waveform of the bottom surface is not aligned
with the x-axis but is rotated about the global normal an angle φb′ , then the surface
function becomes
fb′(x, y) = a sin
(
kx cosφb′ + ky sinφb′
)
cos
(− kx sinφb′ + ky cosφb′) . (4.13)
Note that when φb′ = 0, Eq. 4.13 reverts to Eq. 4.11. There is no slope to this
surface, i.e., the average height is constant throughout. Mobley & Sundman (2003)
consider the effects of a sloping bottom and find that for surface slopes less than
20◦ from the horizontal the errors in the upwelling radiances are less than 10%.
For a treatment that consider “blocks” rather than points as causing the variation
in surface roughness such as for forested canopies see, for example, the work done
by Meerkoetter (1990) (another approach is presented by Liang & Strahler 1993).
Given the assumption of no absorption either in air or in water, we may ignore
the distance each ray travels in the system. We also consider only a time average
of illumination, meaning that the illumination is the same at every point on the
bottom. Furthermore, illumination from the entire water surface at any point on
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the bottom can be represented by the illumination provided from one point on the
water surface over a sufficiently long time span. This allows us to replace the water
surface with a probability density function for the slopes applied at a single point
(the ergodic hypothesis, or spatial averaging as discussed by, e.g., Walker 1994,
Snyder 2002, and used to eliminate “glitter” by Plass et al. 1975).
The water surface is described by a distribution function giving the probabilities
that slope values representing surface facet normals will occur. The normal vector
to the bottom surface function z = f(x, y) (oriented in the positive z direction) at
a point (x0, y0) is represented by
~n(x0,y0) = −fx~i− fy~j + ~k , (4.14)
where fx and fy are the partial derivatives of z = f(x, y) at (x0, y0) with respect
to x and y, respectively. A unit normal vector represents the direction of ~n(x0,y0)
by
~rn =
−zx√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
~i +
−zy√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
~j +
1√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
~k , (4.15)
the length of the normal vector being given by
∥∥~n∥∥ =√zx2 + zy2 + 1 . (4.16)
If the unit normal vector at (x0, y0) is defined to be at an angle θn from zenith and
an azimuth φn (from the global x-axis) in Fig. 4.3, then in vector-component form
the unit normal vector is represented by
~rn = sin θn cosφn~i + sin θn sinφn~j + cos θn~k . (4.17)
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x(y = y0)
y(x = x0)
(x0,y0)
θn
φn
rnx
rny
rnz
zx
zy
rnz
Figure 4.3: A unit normal vector ~rn on the bottom surface at a point (x0, y0)
can be described by specifying the angle it makes from zenith
θn and its azimuth φn from the x-axis. The x-, y- and z-vector
component lengths are indicated by rnx, rny and rnz, respectively.
The slope of the surface tangent to the facet at (x0, y0) on a plane
parallel to the x-axis is given by the partial derivative fx at that
point (fx moves along zx). Similarly, the partial derivative fy
gives the slope of the surface tangent to the facet that is parallel
to the y-axis (fy moves along zy). Both the lines zx and zy define
the plane tangent to the facet at (x0, y0).
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Equating the components of Eqs. 4.15 and 4.17 we have
rnx =
−zx√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
= sin θn cosφn (4.18)
rny =
−zy√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
= sin θn sinφn , (4.19)
and
rnz =
1√
zx2 + zy2 + 1
= cos θn . (4.20)
By substituting Eq. 4.20 into Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19, the slope of the tangent lines to
a surface facet at the point (x0, y0) in the plane y = y0 and x = x0 are given by
the partial derivatives of the function at the point along these planes, respectively,
and are given by
fx = − cosφn tan θn (4.21)
and
fy = − sinφn tan θn . (4.22)
Furthermore, we know that the observed distribution of facet slopes as mea-
sured by Cox & Munk (1954) were made in relation to the predominant wind
direction. Let this wind direction be at an azimuth angle φw, a distance φw − φs
away from the solar direction. Rotating the solar reference frame (x, y) to align
with the wind reference frame (x′, y′) in Fig. 4.4, the projected angles become
fx′ = − cos(φn − φw) tan θn (4.23)
and
fy′ = − sin(φn − φw) tan θn . (4.24)
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0
Figure 4.4: Rotating the sun reference frame to align with the wind refer-
ence frame aligned along an azimuth φw, assuming that the solar
plane, φs, is oriented along the y-axis of the global reference
frame. The facet tilt direction (of greatest ascent) is φn. The
angle of rotation is given by φw − φs.
The probability density function of normals to the water surface facets is
p(fx′ , fy′) =
1
2σx′σy′
exp
[
−1
2
(
ξ2 + η2
)]{
1− 1
2
c21
(
ξ2 − 1) η
− 1
6
c03
(
η3 − 3η)+ 1
24
c40
(
ξ4 − 6ξ2 + 3)
+
1
4
c22
(
ξ2 − 1) (η2 − 1)+ 1
24
c04
(
η4 − 6η2 + 3)} , (4.25)
empirically determined by Cox & Munk (1954, 1956, Eq. 6.2-8), where
ξ =
fx′
σx′
(4.26)
and
η =
fy′
σy′
. (4.27)
The skewness coefficients of the distribution are c21 and c03; the peakedness coef-
ficients are c40, c22 and c04 and are empirically derived from photographs of the
sea surface; σx′ and σy′ are the variances (root mean square slopes) in the x
′- and
y′-directions, respectively. Explicitly, the coefficients of the distribution for a clean
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water surface (e.g., no oil slicks) are functions of the wind speed v [ms−1] :
σx′ =
√
0.003 + 1.92× 10−3v (4.28)
σy′ =
√
0.000 + 3.16× 10−3v (4.29)
c21 = 0.01− 0.0086v (4.30)
c03 = 0.04− 0.0330v (4.31)
c40 = 0.40 (4.32)
c22 = 0.12 (4.33)
and
c04 = 0.23 . (4.34)
We use this set of values in the current investigation; parametric values for other
water types can be found in Cox & Munk (1956).
The probability density function is subject to the following constraint, which
includes all possible slopes:∫∫ +∞
−∞
p(fx′ , fy′) dfx′ dfy′ = 1 . (4.35)
A transformation of variables produces an integral with respect to (θn, φn)∫∫ +∞
−∞
p(fx′ , fy′) dfx′ dfy′ =∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
) ∣∣∣∣∂(fx′ , fy′)∂(θn, φn)
∣∣∣∣ dθn dφn , (4.36)
with ∣∣∣∣∂(fx′ , fy′)∂(θn, φn)
∣∣∣∣ (4.37)
being the Jacobian of the transformation.
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Any point on the surface viewed directly along the facet normal has an area of
projection on the unit sphere of
p(θn, φn) dΩn (4.38)
corresponding to the specified solid angle, where p(θn, φn) is the probability of
the normal (θn, φn) occurring. This area, which when seen directly from above, is
projected onto the plane perpendicular to the global normal and the area of that
facet is
p(θn, φn) sec θn dΩn . (4.39)
Note that by definition the differential solid angle is dΩn = sin θn dθn dφn. At
reflection, when this area is projected onto the plane perpendicular to the direction
of propagation, the area is altered by a secant factor and thus
sec θ1 p(θn, φn) sec θn dΩn . (4.40)
To match the distribution function for the water surface and utilize the ap-
proach of using slope probabilities in the calculations, we define the bottom an-
alytically and take a random sample of the normals to the surface to get the
parameters of the distribution, assuming that the surface normals co-vary for this
direction-dependent surface. Similar to the definitions in Eqs. 4.21-4.24 but for
the underwater bottom surface with the facet normals represented by ~rb = (θb, φb),
the slopes of the tangent lines on the surface at a point on the bottom are given
by the partial derivatives of the bottom surface function on the planes parallel to
the x- and y-axes, respectively, and are given by
fbx = − cosφb tan θb (4.41)
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and
fby = − sinφb tan θb . (4.42)
Let the orientation of the defining sinusoid of the bottom surface be at an azimuth
φb′ from the x-axis on the global reference frame. If the orientation of the defining
sinusoid of the function fb(x, y) (Eq. 4.11) is not along the x-axis of the global
reference frame, i.e., φb′ 6= 0, and instead is given by fb′(x, y) (Eq. 4.13) a rotation
(providing similar arguments in Fig. 4.4) is required and the appropriate partial
derivatives are
fb′x = − cos(φb′ − φb) tan θb (4.43)
and
fb′y = − sin(φb′ − φb) tan θb . (4.44)
Note that if φb′ were aligned with the y-axis of the global reference frame then
fbx = fb′x and fby = fb′y. If the normal vectors of bottom surface facets can be
assumed to have a bivariate Gaussian distribution (similar to the argument in He
et al. 1991), then the following describes the probability density function of the
bottom surface normals:
p(fb′x, fb′y) =
1
2piσfb′xσfb′y
√
1− ρb′2
exp
[
− 1
2 (1− ρb′2)
]{
(fb′x − µb′x)2
σfb′x
2
− 2ρb′
σfb′xσfb′y
(fb′x − µb′x) (fb′y − µb′y) + (fb′y − µb′y)
2
σfb′y
2
}
, (4.45)
where µb′x and µb′y are the means of the b
′x- and b′y-components of the surface nor-
mals, respectively, σfb′x
2 and σfb′y
2 their variances, and ρb′ the covariance between
the two.
Only the specular components of the reflectance of the water surface and the
underwater bottom are considered here. This simplifies the general reflectance
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problem, the specular component being a special case of diffuse reflectance. For a
statistical treatment of a randomly rough surface with both diffuse and specular
reflectance properties, the reader is referred to a paper by van Ginneken et al.
(1998). Most natural surfaces have both specular and diffuse characteristics, being
described either as glossy or matte, respectively, depending on whichever compo-
nent dominates the reflectance pattern. A specular surface reflects light obeying
the Fresnel law of reflection: the emergent angle of light in relation to the surface
normal is equal to the incident angle but in the opposite direction along the reflec-
tion plane. Specular reflection is thought to cause the brightness peaks observed
in some surfaces (e.g., Torrance & Sparrow 1967; in particular for the ocean, Plass
et al. 1975).
Light transmitted out of the water contributes the greatest in directions where
the radiance is the smallest: the direct sun beam dominates the radiances around
the specular direction, and skylight contributes the greatest amount when the sun
is low in the sky. If indeed a surface has a specular component, the magnitude of
the total flux would be half the specular contribution in the direction of specular
reflection. The dependence on incidence angle is weaker for more diffuse surfaces.
But as we have shown in Part II (Chap. 3), it may be significant depending on
the roughness of the surface. Furthermore, as the roughness becomes large and
for larger viewing angles, the approach that we take here begins to fall apart and
shadowing needs to be taken into account (statistical studies of shadowing by rough
surfaces was spurred in the 1960s, e.g., Beckmann 1965, Smith 1967, Torrance &
Sparrow 1967, Barrick 1968; some recently, e.g., Fuks 2002). For our model, the
underwater angles are within Snell’s cone (see, e.g., Sabbah et al. 2006) and the
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water surface roughness is not significant although the boundary of the cone is
blurred by the ruﬄes on the water surface (Plass et al. 1975).
4.5 Irradiance on a tilted facet from a diffuse sky
The unit vector representing an azimuthal direction φ from a point (x0, y0) (in the
xy-plane) on a surface is
~u = cosφ~i + sinφ~j + 0~k (4.46)
(see Fig. 4.3, but for a vector of unit length). This vector lies on the xy-plane and
for convenience we drop the z-component and express the vector in component
form as
~u =
〈
cosφ, sinφ
〉
. (4.47)
The slope of the tangent surface in the direction of ~u at a point on the water surface
representing a facet with a local normal ~rn is simply the directional derivative of the
surface function z = f(x, y) in that direction. Using the expressions in Eqs. 4.21
and 4.22 for the partial derivatives of f , we find that
fu = ∇f(x, y) · ~u
= 〈fx, fy〉 · ~u
=
〈− cosφn tan θn,− sinφn tan θn〉 · 〈 cosφ, sinφ〉
= − cosφn tan θn cosφ− sinφn tan θn sinφ . (4.48)
∇f(x, y) is the gradient of the function f and is, by definition, the vector field that
points in the direction where there is a maximum increase in f at any given point
(x, y). The operation indicated by (·) is the dot product. It can be shown that in
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fact fx = fx′ and fy = fy′ (see Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24). Thus the angle of tilt from
horizontal of the tangent surface in the direction φ for all azimuth angles is
α = tan−1 fu . (4.49)
Given the normalized luminance distribution of the sky L¯sky (see Appendix
B.3) and integrating over all source directions (θ0, φ0) from the sky dome, we
get the illuminance (i.e., irradiance integrated over the visible wavelength range)
impinging at a point on the global horizontal surface:
Esky =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
L¯sky(θ0, φ0) cos θ0 sin θ0 dθ0 dφ0 . (4.50)
The area of sky projected onto the unit hemisphere above the surface facet and
visible to the tilted facet is given by
Areasky(θ0, φ0) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ G(φ0)
0
sin θ0 dθ0 dφ0 (4.51)
where
G(φ0) =
pi
2
− α (4.52)
represents the boundary in terms of the zenith angle of the visible part of the sky.
A tilted facet with a normal (θn, φn) only sees a portion of the sky dome and
the irradiance impinging on it is reduced to
E∗sky(θ0, φ0) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ G(φ0)
0
L¯sky(θ0, φ0) cosχ(θ0, φ0) sin θ0 dθ0 dφ0 (4.53)
where
χ(θ0, φ0) = cos
−1
[
sin θn cosφn sin θ0 cosφ0
+ sin θn sinφn sin θ0 sinφ0 + cos θn cos θ0
]
(4.54)
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is the incidence angle of light from the facet normal as measured on the reflection or
transmission plane. The same arguments apply to the underwater bottom surface
seeing a portion of an “underwater sky” dome.
In comparison, the irradiance from the sun given a black sky impinging at a
point on the surface is
Esun(θs, φs) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
Lsun
(
θs, φs
)
cos θs δ
(
θ0 − θs
)
δ
(
φ0 − φs
)
dθ0 dφ0 , (4.55)
where the Dirac delta function (e.g., Mobley 1994) is defined here as
δ
(
θ0 − θs
)
δ
(
φ0 − φs
) ≡ 0, if θ0 6= θs and φ0 6= φs . (4.56)
An approximation of the delta function by a Gaussian expression is used by Meister
et al. (1998).
4.6 Model description
The coordinate system used in this chapter is described; it includes the successive
determination of the scattering angles as used in the model. This approach mainly
follows Mullamaa (1964), see also Kattawar & Adams (1989) and Yang et al.
(2003). It is a “forward” model in that the light paths are followed from the
source to the detector, except the scattering angles from the bottom that allow
a full hemisphere of out-of-water emergent directions (more later). As such, the
surface model is deterministic in nature: as the incident and scattered directions
are specified throughout the system the orientation of the local normals both of
the water and underwater surfaces are fully determined (similar to that in Priest
& Germer 2000).
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4.6.1 The coordinate system and solid angles
Let the angle pair (θs, φs) be the spherical coordinates representing the location of
the sun in the sky (see Fig. 4.5), θs being its zenith distance and φs its azimuth
from the axis perpendicular to the direction of the prevailing wind direction. The
sun (or source) direction is also represented by the unit vector ~rs centered on the
differential solid angle dΩs. Some of the incident light is reflected off the water
surface in directions ~r1 → (θ1, φ1) while some of it is transmitted through the water
surface in directions ~r2 → (θ2, φ2). According to the law of reflection, we know that
the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence: θs = θ1 but in the opposite
azimuthal direction. From Snell’s law, the angle of refraction is
θ2 = sin
−1
(
n1
n2
sin θ1
)
, (4.57)
lying on the scattering plane that is defined by either the incident, reflected or
transmitted directions with the local surface normal, ~rn.
4.6.2 Determining the directions in the system: reflection
In a simple model, where internal reflections, multiple reflections, and absorption
by the air and the water media are ignored, there are only four scattering events of
interest. Fig. 4.6 is a sketch of the air-water-bottom system. The term “scattering”
is used here to represent either reflection or transmission. Light is incident on the
water surface in the direction ~r0 (we further distinguish the subscript 0 representing
any point in the sky while s denoting the direction of the sun at a point in the
sky). The first event in the model is reflection upward from the water surface
along the direction ~r1; the second is transmission downward through the air-water
interface along ~r2; the third is the reflection back upward through the water along
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n
n2
1
dΩs
φs
θs
θ2
dΩ2
θ1
dΩs = dΩ1
φ1 = φ2
z
x
Figure 4.5: Coordinate system for water surface reflection and transmission.
In this diagram we show a surface that is flat to simplify the
descriptions of the vectors, angles and solid angles. The normal
vector at a point on the surface points directly straight up so
that it is parallel to the global normal, ~z. The sun location is
in the direction (θs, φs) and subtends a solid angle dΩs on the
surface. The reflection direction is oriented away from the sun
at an azimuth φ1 = φs + pi. Because there is no change in the
index of refraction n1 at reflection, the solid angle at reflection
is dΩ1 = dΩs. At transmission it becomes dΩ2 given a medium
with index of refraction n2. By convention the zenith angles are
measured from either the positive or negative z-axis. (Template
for sketch borrowed from He´bert 2006.)
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~r3; and finally the transmission upward through the water-air interface along ~r4.
The indices of refraction of air, water and the bottom surface are denoted by n1,
n2 and n3, respectively.
The direction vectors are specified in relation to a global normal denoted by
~z, which is oriented toward zenith at any point in the system. The surface facet
normals along the water surface and underwater bottom are denoted by ~rn or ~rw
and ~rb (Fig. 4.6), respectively.
To aide in determining the distribution of the reflected and transmitted light,
we partition the upper and lower unit hemispheres of a point of interest by in-
crementing the polar angles. We employ vector calculus whenever possible and
only use spherical trigonometric formulae when these do not cause ambiguities in
expressing explicit vector directions.
The model is set up so that the initial inputs include the specification of a
global normal, an incident angle and a grid representing reflection directions in
the “sky”. Given these directions and from the law of reflection, we know that
the angle between the incidence and reflection directions (Fig. 4.7), ~rs and ~r1,
respectively, is 2χ1. The incidence angle in the scattering plane is
χ1 =
1
2
cos−1
[
~rs · ~r1
‖~rs‖‖~r1‖
]
. (4.58)
From Snell’s law, n1 sinχ1 = n2 sinχ2, so the transmission direction is
χ2 = sin
−1
[
n1
n2
sinχ1
]
, (4.59)
where n1 = 1.0 is the index of refraction of the first medium, in this case air, and
n2 = 1.338 is that of the second medium, water, and n3 ≈ 1.5 for sand (e.g., Clark
et al. 2004).
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n1
n2
n3
r0
r1
r2
r3
r4
rn
rb
rw
χ1
χ2
χ3
χ4
Figure 4.6: Sketch of reflection and transmission events in the model. For il-
lustration, the diagram presents the light paths in two dimensions
as it traverses the air-water-bottom system, even when the cal-
culations are based on three-dimensional surfaces taken at points
in space with varying slope conditions. The local surface normals
are indicated by ~rn, ~rb and ~rw and the indices of refraction are
n1 for air, n2 for water, and n3 for the bottom surface. Vectors
of unit length represent the directions of light propagation: ~r0
for incoming light from a point in the sky, ~r1 for light being re-
flected off the water surface, ~r2 transmitted through the water
surface, ~r3 reflected off the bottom, and ~r4 transmitted back out
of the water. The χ’s indicate the angles these directions make
in relation to the surface normals at the points of interaction (θ’s
are used to indicate angles relative to the global normal in the
meridian plane, see Fig. 4.5.).
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z rs
r1
rn
ψ1
ψ2
θ1
θs
θn
χ1
0
φs
φnφ1
x
y
χ1
Figure 4.7: Incidence angle in scattering plane, χ1. The directional vectors ~r
occur within a unit hemisphere centered around the global nor-
mal, ~z, with the vector tips tracing the surface of the hemisphere.
In this figure the vectors are lengthened for clarity. The scatter-
ing plane is defined by the incidence and normal vectors, ~rs and
~rn, respectively. From the law of reflection the vector ~r1 lies
on the scattering plane. (Template for drawing borrowed from
Mullamaa 1964.)
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Specifying an incident direction and partitioning the sky into reflection direc-
tions the facet normals can be determined for each of these directions. To do this,
we use the take the cross product of the vectors, thus
~rs × ~rn∥∥~rs∥∥∥∥~rn∥∥ sinχ1 = ~rs × ~r1∥∥~rs∥∥∥∥~r1∥∥ sin 2χ1 . (4.60)
Recalling that the direction vectors are of unit length, and using an extension of
the vector triple product (see Appendix A.4):
1
sinχ1
[
~r1 ×
(
~rs × ~rn
)]
=
1
sin 2χ1
[
~r1 ×
(
~rs × ~r1
)]
(4.61)
The rest determines ~rn:
sin 2χ1
[(
~r1 · ~rn
)
~rs −
(
~r1 · ~rs
)
~rn
]
= sinχ1
[(
~r1 · ~r1
)
~rs −
(
~r1 · ~rs
)
~r1
]
(4.62)
[
sin 2χ1 cosχ1
]
~rs −
[
sin 2χ1 cos 2χ1
]
~rn =
[
sinχ1
]
~rs −
[
sinχ1 cos 2χ1
]
~r1 (4.63)
~rn =
(
sin 2χ1 cosχ1
)
~rs −
(
sinχ1
)
~rs +
(
sinχ1 cos 2χ1
)
~r1
sin 2χ1 cos 2χ1
. (4.64)
With this definition in mind, the angle between the scattering plane and the plane
defined by the incidence direction and the global normal (Fig. 4.8) is given by
ψ1 = cos
−1
[
(~z − ~rs) · (~r1 − ~rs)∥∥~z − ~rs∥∥∥∥~r1 − ~rs∥∥
]
. (4.65)
Similarly, the angle between the scattering plane and the meridional plane of
the reflection direction (Fig. 4.9, also Fig. 4.7) is
ψ2 = cos
−1
[
(~z − ~r1) · (~rn − ~r1)∥∥~z − ~r1∥∥∥∥~rn − ~r1∥∥
]
. (4.66)
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r1
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Figure 4.8: Angle between the incidence meridional plane and the scattering
plane, ψ1.
z
r1
rn
ψ2
Figure 4.9: Angle between scattering plane and reflection meridional plane,
ψ2.
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4.6.3 Determining the directions in the system:
transmission
Given the direction of the sun and specifying underwater transmission directions,
the angle between the incidence and transmission directions, ~rs and ~r2, respectively,
in the scattering plane (Fig. 4.10) is determined by
χ12 = cos
−1
[
~r2 · ~rs∥∥~r2∥∥∥∥~rs∥∥
]
. (4.67)
We can find a vector that lies on the meridional plane by determining the angle
between the vectors ~z − ~r2 and ~rs − ~r2, where ~z = 〈0, 0, 1〉. The distance between
the two planes (Fig. 4.11) is then
ψ3 = cos
−1
[
(~z − ~r2) · (~rs − ~r2)∥∥~z − ~r2∥∥∥∥~rs − ~r2∥∥
]
(4.68)
From Fig. 4.10 we know that
χ12 = χ1 − χ2 (4.69)
and so
χ1 − χ12 = sin−1
[
n1
n2
sinχ1
]
(4.70)
χ12 = χ1 − sin−1
[
n1
n2
sinχ1
]
. (4.71)
Rearranging as follows to solve for χ1:
sin−1
[
n1
n2
sinχ1
]
= χ1 − χ12 (4.72)
n1
n2
sinχ1 = sin [χ1 − χ12] (4.73)
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χ1
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φn
x
y
Figure 4.10: Defining χ12. Let the incidence direction be ~rs and a local nor-
mal be ~rn in the upper hemisphere (defined by the positive ~z
direction). The angle between ~rs and ~rn is denoted by χ1. Trans-
mitted light travels in the lower hemisphere in the direction ~r2
making an angle χ2 from the local normal ~rn (in the negative di-
rection). For convenience, however, the transmission direction is
extended (in the opposite direction into the upper hemisphere),
which makes an angle χ12 = χ1 − χ2 from the local normal, ~rn.
(Sketch revised from Ivanov & Toporets 1956.)
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Figure 4.11: Determining the angle ψ3.
n1
n2
sinχ1 = sinχ1 cosχ12 − cosχ1 sinχ12 (4.74)
cosχ1 sinχ12 = sinχ1 cosχ12 − n1
n2
sinχ1 (4.75)
cosχ1 sinχ12 = sinχ1
[
cosχ12 − n1
n2
]
(4.76)
tanχ1 =
sinχ12[
n2 cosχ12 − n1
n2
] (4.77)
χ1 = tan
−1
[
n2 sinχ12
n2 cosχ12 − n1
]
. (4.78)
Furthermore, from Snell’s law we can determine the transmission directions in the
scattering plane:
χ2 = sin
−1
[
n1
n2
sinχ1
]
. (4.79)
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Figure 4.12: Illustrating 2χ1 (sometimes referred to as the “scattering an-
gle”) and using it for the determination of χ1.
To determine the facet normals of the water surface, we use the unit normal
vector of the plane defined by the incident and surface normal vectors and equate
this with the unit normal vector of the plane defined by the transmitted and the
surface normal vectors, respectively (Fig. 4.12, also Fig. 4.7):
~rn × ~rs∥∥~rn∥∥∥∥~rs∥∥ sinχ1 = ~rn × ~r2∥∥~rn∥∥∥∥~r2∥∥ sinχ2 . (4.80)
The direction vectors are of unit length, thus we have
1
sinχ1
[
~rs × (~rn × ~rs)
]
=
1
sinχ2
[
~rs × (~rn × ~r2)
]
. (4.81)
The rest determines ~rn:
sinχ2
[
(~rs · ~rs)~rn − (~rs · ~rn)~rs
]
= sinχ1
[
(~rs · ~r2)~rn − (~rs · ~rn)~r2
]
(4.82)
(
sinχ2
∥∥~rs∥∥2)~rn − ( sinχ2 cosχ1)~rs = [ sinχ1 cos (χ1 − χ2) ]~rn − ( sinχ1 cosχ1)~r2
(4.83)
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(
sinχ2
∥∥~rs∥∥2)~rn − [ sinχ1 cos (χ1 − χ2) ]~rn = ( sinχ2 cosχ1)~rs − ( sinχ1 cosχ1)~r2
(4.84)
~rn =
(
sinχ2 cosχ1
)
~rs −
(
sinχ1 cosχ1
)
~r2
sinχ2
∥∥~rs∥∥2 − sinχ2 cos (χ1 − χ2) . (4.85)
Similarly, as above (Eq. 4.65), we determine the distance between the scattering
and meridional incidence planes. The vector ~z − ~rs lies on the meridional plane
and ~r2 − ~rs on the scattering plane. The distance between the two planes is
ψ1 = cos
−1
[
(~z − ~rs) · (~r2 − ~rs)∥∥~z − ~rs∥∥∥∥~r2 − ~rs∥∥
]
(4.86)
In all the cases considered here, we limit the transmission direction to within
Snell’s cone (as if the water surface were flat) where it has been shown experi-
mentally by Aas & Højerslev (1999) that the most significant variations in the
downward radiance distribution in the ocean occurs within this cone; outside of
the cone it decreases with increasing zenith angle. We recognize, however, that
the boundary of the cone may be significantly blurred by increased water surface
roughness (e.g., Plass et al. 1975).
4.7 Stokes parameters and the Mueller matrix
The full hemispherical treatment of surface reflectance is facilitated by the Mueller
matrix approach, which necessarily requires the inclusion and handling of the po-
larization states of light. Using vector calculus in representing the magnitudes and
directions of scattered light is a convenient way of keeping track of the transforma-
tions as the light is transferred within the system. Through the Stokes parameters,
a four-element vector containing the intensity and polarization states of the light
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field at any given moment is fully described. A Mueller matrix is the quantity that
affects the Stokes parameters when an interaction occurs. It results in another
Stokes vector and includes the change in the polarization state of the light.
4.7.1 Measuring light: as a vector
To take into account the intensity and polarization state of light, we employ the
Stokes parameters (proof found in Chandrasekhar 1960, see also Goldstein 2003,
Chap. 4). In general they are given by
~S(~r, 0) =

I
Q
U
V

(4.87)
where the “0” indicates that the direction of propagation is referenced on the
meridional plane defined by the vector ~r and the global normal. I represents the
radiance (also denoted as L) of the light (see, e.g., Kattawar & Adams 1989),√
Q2 + U2 + V 2/I the degree of polarization of the light,
Q∣∣Q∣∣
√
Q2 + U2
I
(4.88)
the degree of linear polarization (e.g., Barkov et al. 1979, Eq. 6), and V/I the
degree of circular polarization, all in the same units. The Stokes parameters are
related such that:
I2 ≥ Q2 + U2 + V 2 (4.89)
and the preferential azimuth of the (polarization) vibration ellipse, ψ, of the light
is determined from
tan 2ψ =
U
Q
. (4.90)
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Let the Stokes parameters of the incident light be
~S(~rs, 0) =

Is
Qs
Us
Vs

. (4.91)
If the incident light from the sky can be assumed to be randomly polarized, then
Q = U = V = 0 and the input Stokes parameters for a diffuse sky are
~S(~rs, 0) =

L¯sky
0
0
0

(4.92)
(see Appendix B.3), or for the sun as a point source is
~S(~rs, 0) =

1
ε2
0
0
0

. (4.93)
Relative errors of 40% to the radiance reflectance involving the assumption of an
unpolarized sky have been approximated by Aas & Høkedal (1999) and is expected
to be greatest close to Brewster’s angle. The errors are reduced to 2-5% for irradi-
ance reflectance, however (Høkedal & Aas 1998, as quoted in Aas & Høkedal 1999).
To include the linear polarization of skylight, the approach by Matchko & Gerhart
(2005) is adapted here so that the normalized Stokes vector of the incoming light
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is
~S(~r0, 0) =

1
P cos 2ψ
P sin 2ψ
0

. (4.94)
P is the polarization given by (e.g., Gershun & Popov 1955, Born & Wolf 1999)
P =
sin2 χ1
1 + cos2 χ1
, (4.95)
where χ1 is the reflection angle referenced on the scattering plane, and
ψ = cos−1
cos θ0 sin θ1 − cos θ1 sin θ0 cos(φ1 − φ0)
±
√
1− [ cos θ0 cos θ1 + sin θ1 sin θ0 cos(φ1 − φ0)]2 , (4.96)
is the orientation of the polarization ellipse, which gives ψ as would be calcu-
lated from Eq. 4.90 but instead is dependent on the directions of incidence and
observation, denoted as (θ0, φ0) and (θ1, φ1), respectively.
4.7.2 Affecting light: an inherent property of a surface
The index of refraction is an inherent optical property of a surface or the surface
material. It determines the amount of light reflected, transmitted and absorbed by
the surface and the angle at which light is redirected through its interface. Given
an incidence direction, the way a surface affects light is determined by the values
of its Mueller matrix that are dependent on the index of refraction.
The Mueller matrix of a material describes how light interacts with that ma-
terial; it describes the relation between the incident Stokes parameters and the
scattered Stokes parameters (foundational work for the calculus is credited to a
series of publications by Jones 1941a, Hurwitz & Jones 1941, Jones 1941b, 1942,
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1947a,b, 1948, 1956). In the case of scattering by reflection the matrix is given by
Dr =

α+ η α− η 0 0
α− η α + η 0 0
0 0 γRe 0
0 0 0 γRe

, (4.97)
where
α =
1
2
[
tan(χi − χt)
tan(χi + χt)
]2
(4.98)
η =
1
2
[
sin(χi − χt)
sin(χi + χt)
]2
(4.99)
γRe = −tan(
χi − χt) sin(χi − χt)
tan(χi + χt) sin(χi + χt)
. (4.100)
χi and χt are the reflection and transmission angles, respectively, with respect
to the local surface normal ~rn (all referenced and lying on the scattering plane).
2α and 2η give the Fresnel equations for the light reflected at the sea surface
polarized in the horizontal and vertical planes of the electric vector, respectively
(e.g., Hulburt 1934), thus the reflectivity of the sea surface for randomly polarized
incident light is α + η. The transmission Mueller matrix (following the notation
used by Kattawar & Adams 1989, typographical error corrected here) is:
Dt =
1
2
nt cosχt
ni cosχi

α′ + η′ α′ − η′ 0 0
α′ − η′ α′ + η′ 0 0
0 0 γ′Re 0
0 0 0 γ′Re

(4.101)
where
α′ =
1
2
[
2 sinχt cosχi
sin (χi + χt) cos (χi − χt)
]2
(4.102)
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η′ =
1
2
[
2 sinχt cosχi
sin (χi + χt)
]2
(4.103)
γ′Re =
4 sin2 χt cos
2 χi
sin2 (χi + χt) cos2 (χi − χt)
. (4.104)
4.7.3 Planes of reference: rotating bases
The transformation matrix that rotates the scattering plane to align with the
meridional plane of incidence, reflection or transmission at an angle ψi, thus trans-
forming the Stokes parameters, is given by
H(ψi) =

1 0 0 0
0 cos 2ψi sin 2ψi 0
0 − sin 2ψi cos 2ψi 0
0 0 0 1

. (4.105)
4.8 The transfer equations
As described in Fig. 4.6, this section determines the Stokes parameters of the light
as it is transferred in the system, following the scattering events in order.
4.8.1 Event 1: Reflection off the water surface
The incident light field is most easily described in reference to a global coordinate
system. However, when considering the interaction of light with the water surface,
the natural coordinate system is determined by the direction of the incident light
and the normal to the water surface at a particular point. Thus, a transformation
is required to track a beam of light from one coordinate system to the other.
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The source Stokes parameters in the meridional plane of incidence is given by
~S(~rs, 0) for the sun or ~S(~r0, 0) for any point in the sky. Recall that the“0” indicates
that the Stokes vector is referenced on the meridional plane defined by the vector
~rs (or ~r0) and the global normal, ~z. In order to reference the Stokes vector on the
scattering plane, the original basis vectors are transformed by H(ψ1) (Eq. 4.105),
where ψ1 is the angle between the scattering and meridional planes (Fig. 4.7). On
the scattering plane, the optical property of the surface affects light as described
by the reflection Mueller matrix of the water surface. For the current event we
denote this matrix D1, using Eq. 4.97 and assign as variables χi = χs (or χ0) and
χt = χ2. For convenience, the reference frame of the viewer is oriented along the
reflection meridian. The resulting light is measured in reference to the reflection
meridional plane and is rotated by H(−ψ2) (Eq. 4.105; the negative angle referring
to a reverse rotation using the right-hand rule from meridian to scattering plane).
The effective reflection Mueller matrix for every point on the surface acting on the
incident light ~S(~rs, 0) is
cosχ1H(−ψ2)D1H(ψ1) . (4.106)
The cosine factor is a result of changing the reference solid angle from Ω1 to Ωn: it
can be shown from Snell’s law (also Straubel’s invariant, see Appendix A.3) that
dΩn = cosχ1 dΩ1 . (4.107)
The resulting reflected light emerging in the direction ~r1 (Fig. 4.7) is described by
the Stokes parameters (recall that this is a four-element vector):
~S(~r1, 0) = sec θ1
∫
Ωn
p(θn, φn) sec θn cosχ1H(−ψ2)D1H(ψ1)~S(~rs, 0) dΩn , (4.108)
where p(θn, φn) is the probability density function of the normals to the water
surface and the secant factors are effects of the area projections of the facets
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(Eqs. 4.38-4.40) onto the direction of the facet normal, θn, and the reflection di-
rection angle, θ1. The relevant integral in Eq. 4.108 is∫
Ωn
p(θn, φn) sec θn dΩn(θn, φn) . (4.109)
Let the partial derivatives in the x- and y-directions be
g(θn, φn) = fx′ = − cos(φn − φw) tan θn (4.110)
and
h(θn, φn) = fy′ = − sin(φn − φw) tan θn , (4.111)
respectively, also Eqs. 4.23-4.24. The probability density function of the surface
normals is given in Eq. 4.25 in terms of (fx′ , fy′). The transformation of the
coordinate systems between (θn, φn) and (fx′ , fy′) results in Eq. 4.109 becoming∫
Ωn
p(θn, φn) sec θn dΩn(θn, φn) =∫
Ωn
p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
) ∣∣∣∣∂(fx′ , fy′)∂(θn, φn)
∣∣∣∣ sec θn dΩn(θn, φn) . (4.112)
The Jacobian determinant of the transformation is equal to
∣∣∣∣∂(fx′ , fy′)∂(θn, φn)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂fx′
∂θn
∂fx′
∂φn
∂fy′
∂θn
∂fy′
∂φn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∂fx′
∂θn
∂fy′
∂φn
− ∂fy′
∂θn
∂fx′
∂φn
=
sin θn
cos3 θn
, (4.113)
and Eq. 4.109 becomes
~S(~r1, 0) = sec θ1
∫
Ωn
p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
) sin θn
cos3 θn
cosχ1H(−ψ2)D1H(ψ1) ~S(~rs, 0) sec θn dΩn(θn, φn) . (4.114)
The integral area of sky (or the area of the sun’s disk) that contributes to the
incident irradiance at a point on the surface with normal (θn, φn) is∫
Ωn
dΩn(θn, φn) =
cos3 θn
sin θn
1
4
Areasky secχ1 . (4.115)
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Note that this is an approximation, the arguments of which are presented in Ap-
pendix C.2. Furthermore, assuming that because the normal to a surface facet is,
by definition, indeed the center of the facet, and the mean value of any change in
the location of the source point on the source disk can be assumed to be at the facet
center then using the Mean Value Theorem (see Appendix A.2) an approximation
of the Stokes parameters of the reflected light from the water surface, Eq. 4.114, is
~S ′(~r1, 0) = sec θ1 p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
)
sec θn
H(−ψ2)D1H(ψ1) ~S(~rs, 0) 1
4
Areasky(θn, φn) . (4.116)
The hemispherical distributions of the radiance, BRDFs and polarization val-
ues are presented in polar plots indicating zenith angles in equal radial measure
out from the center of the plot and azimuthal variation in the clockwise direction.
For a wind speed of v = 5ms−1, the peak in reflected radiance is displaced farther
toward the horizon than the specular direction, see Fig. 4.13(a,c). This effect is
expected to be exaggerated for stronger wind speeds. For purely specular reflec-
tion, Torrance & Sparrow (1967) suggest that this is due to greater shadowing and
obscuration with increasing incidence angles that block portions of the reflecting
facets that have higher reflected fluxes. A similar explanation is offered by Hoover
& Gamiz (2006) in terms of the coherence solution to the BRDF and suggests that
this shift is related to the functional form of the representative surface. Analyti-
cal models by Priest & Germer (2000, Fig. 1) and by Meister et al. (2001) show
the same result. Therefore, in our exposition we keep the wind speed constant
and vary only the solar incidence direction θs = 30
◦ to 60◦. An increase in the
incidence angle causes the reflectance peak to narrow but also brighten toward
the horizon with a broadening spread at the rim of the sky that can be explained
independent of inherent optical properties but dependent on geometrical varia-
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tion (Simonot & Obein 2007, in fact, suggest a different approach to study the
width of this peak). Interestingly enough, van Weiringen (1947), comparing with
observations by Minnaert (1942, 1948) determined an analytic function using the
sun-surface-sky geometry to describe the length and width of the elliptical area of
sun reflections off the water surface. The results here only show the specular com-
ponent of the reflectance in the specular direction of a flat surface. Had a diffuse
component been included, there would be an added constant value of radiance in
the solar plane in the direction of the sun (see van Ginneken et al. 1998, Fig. 2).
The narrowing of the reflectance peak and the movement toward the horizon
have been observed by Cox & Munk (1956) (see also Walker 1994) and match simi-
lar calculations made by Mullamaa (1964). For highly specular rough surfaces, the
width of the peak widens and vanishes as roughness increases (Jin & Simpson 1999
for snow and sea ice). Furthermore, Takashima & Masuda (1985) have modeled
for a turbid ocean the increase in brightness toward the horizon as the incidence
angle increases as well as the prominence of the reflection peak for small incidence
angles and the fusing of the two as the incidence angle increases (both for effects
including and excluding scattering from the water volume). Most significant are
radiance measurements made by Brennan & Bandeen (1970) over the Pacific Ocean
and by Davis & Cox (1982) on flights over the Arabian Sea. The scenes by Davis
& Cox (1982) include effects by cumulus clouds but is considered to be “clear”
as it is representative of fair weather conditions in the area. These observations
show the shift in the peak toward the horizon as incidence angles increase, the
lengthening of the peak as it moves away from zenith, its broadening at the rim of
the sky as well as the increase in its intensity. Monte Carlo simulation results of a
realistic atmosphere-ocean system by Plass et al. (1975, Fig. 5) show that for the
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Figure 4.13: Normalized hemispherical radiance distribution after reflection
(a,c) and transmission through the water surface (b,d) for differ-
ent sun angles. (a) θs = 30
◦, a/l = 0.2; (b) θs = 30◦, a/l = 0.3;
(c) θs = 60
◦, a/l = 0.2; (d) θs = 60◦, a/l = 0.3. Note the
secondary peak emerging near the horizon, φ = 270◦, in (b).
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sun at θs ≈ 30◦ there are two peaks along the solar plane: one around the specular
direction and one toward the horizon. Although it is not prominent, this effect is
reproduced in Fig. 4.13(a) here. The peaks seem to fuse as the incidence direction
increases away from zenith; the absolute radiance values are also higher compared
to a flat surface viewing in the principal plane.
4.8.2 Event 2: Transmission through the water surface
The source Stokes parameters in the meridional plane of incidence are given by
~S(~rs, 0), or ~S(~r0, 0) from any point in the sky. It is necessary to rotate this vector to
be referenced on the transmission plane (defined by the incidence direction and the
facet normal): the transformation matrix required is H(ψ1) (Eq. 4.105), where ψ1
is the angle between the meridian planes of scattering and incidence. Once on the
scattering plane, the optical property of the surface affects the light as described
by the transmission Mueller matrix. For the current event we denote this matrix
as D2 and replace in Eq. 4.101 χi = χs (or χ0) and χt = χ2. The final result is
measured as referenced on the transmission meridional plane and thus rotated by
H(−ψ3) (Eq. 4.105; the negative angle, again, referring to a reverse rotation using
the right-hand rule from meridian to scattering plane). Furthermore, because there
is a change in solid angle through transmission the resulting Stokes parameters are
affected by the ratio of the indices of refraction of the second medium (water)
to that of the first medium (air): n = n2/n1. This last result can be shown
using Snell’s law (Appendix A.3) and changing the solid angles (see Fig. 4.5 and
Eq. 4.107) so that
dΩ1 =
[
n2
n1
]2
cosχ2
cosχ1
dΩ2 (4.117)
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and
dΩn =
[
n2
n1
]2
cosχ2 dΩ2 . (4.118)
The effective transmission Mueller matrix for every surface point acting on the
incident light ~S(~rs, 0) is
cosχ2
[
n2
n1
]2
H(−ψ3)D2H(ψ1) (4.119)
and the resulting transmitted light is described by the Stokes parameters
~S(~r2, 0) = sec θ2
∫
Ωn
p(θn, φn) sec θn cosχ2 n
2H(−ψ3)D2H(ψ1) ~S(~rs, 0) dΩn ,
(4.120)
where the secant factors are effects of the area projections of the facets (similar
to the arguments made for Eqs. 4.38-4.40) onto the directions of the facet normal,
θn, and the transmission angle, θ2. Using Eqs. 4.110-4.113, the above equation
becomes
~S(~r2, 0) = sec θ2
∫
Ωn
p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
)
sec θn
cosχ2 n
2H(−ψ3)D2H(ψ1) ~S(~rs, 0) dΩn(θn, φn) . (4.121)
This can be further modified, using Eq. 4.114, as
~S ′(~r2, 0) = sec θ2 p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
)
sec θn
cosχ2 n
2H(−ψ3)D2H(ψ1) ~S(~rs, 0) 1
4
Areasky(θn, φn) secχ1 . (4.122)
The peak in the transmitted radiance is centered around the transmission di-
rection, as if the water surface were flat even for a wind-ruﬄed surface. This is
shown in Fig. 4.13(b,d), all else held constant, even with varying incidence direc-
tion. We only consider the light in a small cone around the transmitted directions;
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Smith (1974) estimates that the radiances around this point are at least two or-
ders of magnitude lower (see reproduction in Fig. 4.14, also Tyler (1960)). There
is, however, a widening in the width of the radiance peak as the incidence angle
moves away from zenith and a corresponding increase in its intensity, not shown
here (compare with Cox & Munk 1956, also Plass et al. 1975). This spreading of
light, even with the same water surface characteristics, affects the incoming light
field in the water such as to expand the area of bottom specular points, signifi-
cantly affecting the light field impinging on the underwater bottom surface (Event
3, Sec. 4.8.3).
As the water surface gets rougher, the boundary of Snell’s cone is blurred out
so that for larger incidence angles Plass et al. (1975) show that the radiances are
an order of magnitude higher than for a calm water surface in regions outside of
this cone. As expected, the radiance at any azimuth angle is at a minimum around
the boundary of Snell’s cone.
4.8.3 Event 3: Reflection from the underwater bottom
The Stokes parameters of the light incident on the bottom surface underwater
is, ignoring absorption in the water, simply the light transmitted through the
air-water interface, ~S(~r2, 0) (referenced on the transmission meridian plane). Let
the transmission reference frame (from air to water in the previous section) be
the underwater reference frame. The angle between the underwater meridional
incidence and underwater reflection planes is ψ4 (as in Fig. 4.8). ψ5 is the angle
between the underwater meridional reflection and underwater reflection plane (as
in Fig. 4.9). D3 (Eq. 4.97 with r = 3) is the reflection Mueller matrix of the
underwater bottom surface. Substitute in Eq. 4.97 for the incidence angle χi =
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Figure 4.14: Relative radiance for transmitted light through an ocean sur-
face in the solar plane at 20.4m depth and the sun at θs ≈ 75◦
(above water), reproduced from Smith (1974, Fig. 7), corre-
sponding to a photograph taken underwater viewing straight
up. The measurement was made for a clear sky and a calm wa-
ter surface in the Mediterranean Sea (08 July 1971). The dotted
circle indicates the apparent sun underwater, θ2 ≈ 46◦. Verti-
cal lines indicate the approximate boundary of Snell’s window
and a slight increase in radiance is observed as this boundary
is approached. The dip in radiance at θ2 = −20◦ is due to
the shadow of the research vessel. The dot-dashed curve below
represents the relative reflected radiance.
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χ2, and the transmission angle χt = χ3 (with reflection at χ4). The effective
underwater reflection Mueller matrix for every point on the underwater surface
acting on the underwater incident light ~S(~r2, 0) (referenced on the underwater
incidence meridional plane) is
cosχ4H(−ψ5)D3H(ψ4) . (4.123)
The cosine factor results from the projection of the underwater reflection solid angle
Ω4 onto the solid angle centered around the bottom surface normal Ωb, which from
Snell’s law (Appendix A.3) is
dΩb = cosχ4dΩ3 . (4.124)
The Stokes parameters of the reflected light from the bottom is then
~S(~r3, 0) = sec θ3
∫
Ωb
p(θb, φb) sec θb cosχ4H(−ψ5)D3H(ψ4) ~S(~r2, 0) dΩb , (4.125)
where the secant factors are effects of the bottom area projections of the facets
(Eqs. 4.38-4.40) onto the direction of the bottom facet normal, θb, and the reflection
direction, θ3. Notice this time that the integration is made over all solid angles,
dΩb, subtended by the underwater bottom surface.
The probability density function of normals of the bottom facet normals (θb, φb)
is described by p(θb, φb) (Eq. 4.45). Let
gb(θb, φb) = fb′x = − cos(φb − φb′) tan θb (4.126)
and
hb(θb, φb) = fb′y = − sin(φb − φb′) tan θb (4.127)
(recalling Eqs. 4.43 and 4.44, respectively). The probability density function of
bottom surface normals p(fb′x, fb′y) is given in Eq. 4.45. A transformation between
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the coordinate systems produces
∫
Ωb
p(θb, φb) sec θb dΩb(θb, φb) =∫
Ωb
p
(
gb(θb, φb), hb(θb, φb)
) ∣∣∣∣∂(fb′x, fb′y)∂(θb, φb)
∣∣∣∣ sec θb dΩb(θb, φb) , (4.128)
where ∣∣∣∣∂(fb′x, fb′y)∂(θb, φb)
∣∣∣∣ = sin θbcos3 θb . (4.129)
Thus we have
~S(~r3, 0) = sec θ3
∫
Ωb
p
(
gb(θb, φb), hb(θb, φb)
) sin θb
cos3 θb
cosχ4H(−ψ5)D3H(ψ4) ~S(~r2, 0) sec θb dΩb(θb, φb) . (4.130)
An approximation to this (using similar arguments made in Appendix C.2) is
~S ′(~r3, 0) = sec θ3 p
(
gb(θb, φb), hb(θb, φb)
)
sec θb
cosχ4H(−ψ5)D3H(ψ4) ~S(~r2, 0) 1
4
Areasky(θb, φb) secχ2 . (4.131)
Before we compare a change in roughness, consider the change in the incidence
direction of the source above water from θs = 30
◦ to 60◦: comparing Fig. 4.15(a,b)
to (c,d). Because a larger incidence angle spreads the transmitted light field (recall
from results in Sec. 4.8.2), the reflected light carries that spread around the specular
direction. Furthermore, the reflection peak approaches the horizon as the incidence
angle increases from zenith, as if the surface were flat. Measurements of wet ooid
sand by Zhang et al. (2003a,b) confirm the emergence of a specular peak, albeit
not all too prominent. However, compared with results in Sec. 4.8.1 here, the
reflected radiance peak of the bottom surface moves slower toward the horizon as
the incidence angle increases.
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Now consider a black sky with the sun at θs = 30
◦ in Fig. 4.15(a,b). A bottom
with any amount of roughness moves the peak of the reflected radiance away
from the specular direction, also for θs = 60
◦ in Fig. 4.15(c,d). The different
facet orientations lengthen (i.e., expanding more frontal than lateral) the area
of possible specular points. For a bottom surface with a roughness a/l = 0.2
(Fig. 4.15(a,c)), the peak is narrower and closer to the specular direction compared
to a bottom with a/l = 0.3 (Fig. 4.15(b,d)). As the bottom roughness increases
and the radiance distribution broadens around the rim of the underwater sky, a
secondary peak at the rim becomes apparent in Fig. 4.15(b) (also found on the
water surface, Sec. 4.8.1). This peak, however, is lost to the horizon as the sun
incidence direction increases to θs = 60
◦ (Fig. 4.15(d)).
Because we expect the radiance contribution by the direct beam of the sun
to be greatest in the direction of specular reflection and the specular component
of a surface to dominate the radiance distribution, this effect on the upwelling
light field from a reflective underwater surface at shallow optical depths can be
significant (e.g., Luchinin 1979). In any case, even as the radiance drops to about
a three orders of magnitude for increased turbidity (Plass et al. 1975), the angular
variation in the radiances remain essentially unchanged.
4.8.4 Event 4: Transmission of reflected light back out of
the water
From the previous section, ~S(~r3, 0) describes the underwater (upwelling) light field
produced by the bottom surface. Let this be the impinging “sky” onto the un-
derside of the water surface. The water surface has the same probability density
function of normals, p(fx, fy), as before (Eq. 4.25). The solid angles of light im-
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Figure 4.15: Normalized hemispherical radiance distribution after reflection
off the underwater bottom surface for different sun angles. (a)
θs = 30
◦, a/l = 0.2; (b) θs = 30◦, a/l = 0.3; (c) θs = 60◦,
a/l = 0.2; (d) θs = 60
◦, a/l = 0.3.
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pinging under the water surface and emerging out of the water surface are related
by Snell’s law (Appendix A.3):
n2
2 cosχ5 dΩ5 = n1
2 cosχ6 dΩ6 , (4.132)
where again n2 is the refractive index of water and n1 that of air, χ5 is the incidence
angle on a point on the water surface underwater and χ6 is the transmitted direc-
tion through the water surface into air, both relative to the local surface normal.
In relation to the emergent angles in air, the solid angles are related by
dΩn = cosχ6 dΩ6 . (4.133)
The angles between the meridional incidence and transmission planes and the
scattering plane are ψ6 and ψ7, respectively. Given a transmission Mueller matrix
D4 (given in Eq. 4.101 for t = 4 and substituting ni = n2, nt = n1, χi = χ5 and
χt = χ6) the effective transmission Mueller matrix acting on the Stokes parameters
~S(~r3, 0) is
cosχ6H(−ψ7)D4H(ψ6) . (4.134)
Following arguments in the previous sections, the Stokes parameters of the light
transmitted back into air out of the water are determined from
~S(~r4, 0) = sec θ4
∫
Ωn
p(θn, φn) sec θn cosχ6H(−ψ7)D4H(ψ6)~S(~r3, 0) dΩn . (4.135)
Using the arguments in Eqs. 4.110-4.113, we have
~S(~r4, 0) = sec θ4
∫
Ωn
p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
) sin θn
cos3 θn
cosχ6H(−ψ7)D4H(ψ6) ~S(~r3, 0) sec θn dΩn(θn, φn) . (4.136)
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For incidence directions χ5, the approximation to this (again using arguments in
Appendix C.2) is
~S ′(~r4, 0) = sec θ4 p
(
g(θn, φn), h(θn, φn)
)
sec θn
cosχ6H(−ψ7)D4H(ψ6) ~S(~r3, 0)1
4
Areasky(θn, φn) secχ5 . (4.137)
The results for the radiance distribution that is transmitted out of the water
carries with it the effects of the lengthening of the area of possible specular points
by the bottom roughness and the shift in the radiance peak toward the horizon
as well as further effects from the water surface. As expected, a rougher surface
also pushes the peak out toward the horizon, compare Fig. 4.16(a) and (b). The
(lateral) widening around the rim of the sky is apparent in Fig. 4.16(c,d) as the
peak touches the horizon. As the underwater bottom gets rougher and the radiance
peak broadens, the intensity conversely weakens.
Just to compare, in Monte Carlo simulations of a realistic atmosphere-ocean
system for deep water Plass et al. (1975) show that radiances above the sea surface
increase in the solar plane and the peak around the specular direction of θ4 = 57
◦
widens as the wind speed increases although very little changes in the side scat-
tering directions. At stronger wind speeds (approximately 10ms−1), the radiance
increases exponentially from zenith. For large incidence angles, the specular peak
is narrow and prominent for a calm ocean surface and widens as the water surface
gets rougher. They also show that the contribution of the direct sun beam domi-
nates the radiances above the ocean for slower wind speeds and while its influence
is reduced for greater wind speeds it determines the shape of the distribution at
different angles in the solar plane (Plass et al. 1975, Fig. 18). For a calm ocean
the diffuse component has a relatively stronger influence. As the optical depth
increases in deep water, the peak in the radiance distribution approaches zenith,
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Figure 4.16: Normalized hemispherical radiance distribution after transmis-
sion out of the water through the air-water-bottom system for
different sun angles and bottom roughnesses. (a) θs = 30
◦,
a/l = 0.2; (b) θs = 30
◦, a/l = 0.3; (c) θs = 60◦, a/l = 0.2; (d)
θs = 60
◦, a/l = 0.3.
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regardless of the roughness of the water surface. This peak is dominated by the
contribution of the direct sun beam.
Note that measurements in the natural environment contain the reflected ra-
diances off the water surface and that the reflected and transmitted radiance dis-
tributions are interdependent (Walker 1994, p. 547). As the water surface gets
rougher the water surface looks darker especially at larger sun angles (Plass et al.
1975 at 460nm). However, as we have shown, considering only specular reflections,
the direct beam of the sun contributes to a radiance peak at larger zenith angles
for a large solar incidence angle (this is expected regardless of surface roughness
with v 6= 0ms−1).
4.9 Model BRDF
The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is a concept of light
measure emerging from the assumption that reflectance is a geometric property
of a surface. In the natural environment, the light incident on a representative
surface (at any point) is measured from all directions assuming it is directionally
the same throughout the surface. The light leaving the surface, however, is usually
conveniently measured by a detector with a limited field of view centered around a
single direction. Thus, the reflectance of a surface is measured as the ratio of this
emerging light with radiance Lr to the incident light with irradiance Ei. Without
presenting the derivation here, the BRDF is defined by Nicodemus et al. (1977,
Eq. 9) as
fr(θi, φi; θr, φr) ≡
dLr (θi, φi; θr, φr;Ei)
dEi (θi, φi)
≡ dLr (θi, φi; θr, φr;Ei)
Li (θi, φi) cos θi dΩi
[sr−1] , (4.138)
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where i and r indicate the incident and emergent directions, respectively, and dΩi
is the differential solid angle of incidence within which the light is confined. It is
the derivative of instantaneous values and therefore cannot be measured directly.
Actual measurements produce average quantities, so that the representation as a
ratio is an extremely useful measure.
For in situ measurements in oceanographic applications, the in-water reflected
radiance can be measured, but for long-term monitoring it is the water-leaving
radiance that is measured in practice. A measure related to the BRDF is the
remote sensing reflectance, defined in, e.g., Mobley et al. (2003) as the ratio of
the water-leaving radiance (without the effects of water surface reflections) to the
incident irradiance assuming a flat water surface:
RRS(θu, φu) =
Lu(θu, φu)
Ed
, (4.139)
where u and d refer to the light exiting from (upwelling) and incident on (down-
welling) the system, respectively. In our results, because we consider the sun as
the only source in an otherwise black sky, we can use this non-differential form of
the BRDF (also Snyder 1998, Otremba 2003).
In our formulation, the contribution from water surface reflection and light
emerging from the air-water-bottom surface are clearly distinguished. Although
the reflection from the water surface are orders of magnitude higher than the val-
ues coming from below the surface, a bright bottom in optically shallow water can
contribute to a significant increase in the intensity of the water-leaving radiance.
Because we consider a sun-only source in a black sky, the denominator on the
right-hand side of Eq. 4.138 reduces to just the sun irradiance, Es, coming from a
single direction. As such, the BRDF patterns are similar to the radiance distribu-
tions provided in Secs. 4.8.1-4.8.4. The importance, however, of this discussion is
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to point out that if absorption in the water were taken into account, the radiance
distribution in the numerator in Eq. 4.138 will be affected. Longer path lengths
in the water will diminish light more than would shorter path lengths and would
add a wavelength-dependent component to the problem. The errors related to this
have been presented in Chap. 2. If the bottom is highly absorbing then polariza-
tion is higher than if the bottom is treated as reflective (Priest & Meier 2002).
In general, the upwelling and downwelling underwater light field will brighten to-
ward zenith, regardless of the roughness of the underwater surface. On average,
this will depend on the brightness and optical depth of the bottom as well as its
roughness dimension relative to depth (see Chap. 3). Variations in the probability
distributions of path lengths related to water surface tilts and underwater bottom
tilts will facilitate this analysis, but this is left for future investigations. Further-
more, with illumination contributions from skylight, we can expect a change in
the BRDF patterns dependent on skylight distribution as well as the brightening
toward zenith from the contribution of a rough bottom (see Voss et al. 2003).
Rough natural surfaces that are considered to be diffuse are known to exhibit
non-Lambertian behavior in the retroreflection direction. This is purely a geomet-
rical effect, all other things equal, owing to the distribution of the surface facets
that increase the reflectance in the viewing direction. Given a material reflectance
ρ, the measure of non-Lambertian behavior is how much the ratio of water-leaving
radiance to incident irradiance, Lu/Ed, deviates away from ρ/pi at any given view-
ing direction. By our arguments in Chap. 3 here and as is shown in Zaneveld & Boss
(2003), the apparent reflectance affects ρ in the near-field and is thus important in
the consideration of optically shallow environments. For incident angles θ > 35◦,
the reflectance of ooid sand can be significantly non-Lambertian, exhibiting strong
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retroreflection properties (Mobley et al. 2003). Nonetheless, Mobley et al. (2003)
state that non-Lambertian effects are greatest for shallow waters and decrease with
depth. In a shallow water environment the direct light from the sun dominates the
light field incident on the underwater surface. For shallow benthic environments
around the Bahamas, Louchard et al. (2003) measure the ratio Lu/Ed to be as high
as 0.08sr−1 at 500nm. Our model considers only the specular component so the
“hot spot”’ or retroreflectance peak, which is an effect of the diffuse component,
is not evident; measurements by Zhang et al. (2003a,b) of Bahamian sediments
exhibit this diffuse property.
4.10 Polarization effects
The light from an object is of two kinds: (1) some of the light is
scattered from the object after partial penetration; this light gives the
true body color of an object, such as the red color of a brick, or the green
of a leaf; (2) some of the light is genuinely reflected from the surface
of the object, giving the object a sheen or a sparkle. The first sort of
light is unpolarized; the second partially or completely polarized... .
E. O. Hulburt, 1934
Surfaces and interfaces polarize light. Incident light that is polarized as it is
reflected and transmitted through an interface is described simply by the Fresnel
law of reflection (e.g., Tynes et al. 2001, Sabbah et al. 2006). In general, for a flat
water surface, the degree of (linear) polarization of refracted light increases with
the incidence angle of light that is randomly polarized (Horva´th & Varju´ 1995).
For the simple realization of an air-water-bottom system presented here, there
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are three opportunities for polarization, one for each surface interaction. Volume
scattering is ignored in the system but even as light is scattered, it is surface
scattered thrice before it emerges. This polarization however, in the absence of
absorption is independent of surface roughness: the ratio U/Q (the ratio of the
third to the second Stokes parameters in Eq. 4.90) remains almost invariant (only
acting to shift the phase of the light beam) through changes in the effective Mueller
matrices, Eqs. 4.106 and 4.119. Thus, in the absorption-free condition, we do not
show the results for change in surface roughness but only for a change in incidence
direction (following figures).
Randomly polarized light that is incident on the water surface becomes polar-
ized upon reflection and transmission, see Fig. 4.17. The degree of polarization
of the light reflected off the water surface is lowest centered around the direction
of the incoming light and is greatest approximately 90◦ from the sun in the solar
plane, Fig. 4.17(a,c). This is as it is expected and is a surface effect (matching
results and discussion by Horva´th & Varju´ 1995, Fig. 12). Recall that the wind
roughness and bottom roughness planes are aligned along the solar plane. As these
orientations change, even with no change in each of their roughnesses, some po-
larization effect can be expected. At transmission, minimal polarization happens
due to the imposition of the transmission window (Brewster 1830), Fig. 4.17(b,d).
However, Plass et al. (1975) show that an increase in the transmitted flux into the
ocean can be expected with an increase in wind speed.
The peak in polarization is at Brewster’s angle, tan−1(n2/n1) ≈ 53◦ from the
sun, and is a surface effect. In theory without any other effects light is completely
polarized by a flat surface. To compare, Takashima & Masuda (1985) include
volume scattering and show at most a polarization of ∼ 80% at the horizon for
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Figure 4.17: Hemispherical degree of polarization after reflection (a,c) and
transmission (b,d) through the water surface for sun angles θs =
30◦ (a,b) and 60◦ (c,d).
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a turbid ocean and a clear atmosphere. They show about a 17% decrease for a
hazy atmosphere. The effect of a wind-ruﬄed sea surface is only a decrease of
0.2% in the polarization (for 2 ≤ v ≤ 8ms−1). In the results we present, we ignore
any change in the wind speed and keep it constant so as to isolate the effects
of the underwater bottom roughness. Any roughness change, however, still only
causes a phase shift, which will not be apparent (or measurable in the time and
space averaged intensity); also, its effective Mueller matrix acts only as a retarder,
Fig. 4.18(a,c).
Actual measurements for polarization underwater by Cronin & Shashar (2001)
produced values no greater than 50%. Their results corroborate the findings by
Waterman (1954) that there is no considerable influence by skylight polarization
at depths exceeding 15m although Horva´th & Varju´ (1995) suggest otherwise for
shallow water. Recall that in our realization polarization is only “turned on” when
light is incident on the water interface; light from the sky or the sun is assumed to
be randomly polarized. Ivanoff & Waterman (1958) find that in-water polarization
is almost insensitive to the wavelength of light (also Cronin & Shashar 2001), i.e.,
polarization mainly decreases with increasing scattering in the water, and suggest
that the optimum wavelength to consider for polarization is that which produces
the maximum amount of light to measure (425nm for clear ocean water, Waterman
1954). However, in the shorter wavelengths, where the sensitivity to polarization
is weaker, it allows for distinguishing surface effects from volume effects (Ivanov &
Toporets 1956 and Chowdhary et al. 2002).
To change the polarization of the system, absorption needs to be taken into
account (e.g., Priest & Meier 2002). Neglecting polarization effects may intro-
duce errors in the BRDF (e.g., Flynn & Alexander 1995, Eqs. 14 and 21, Snyder
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Figure 4.18: Hemispherical degree of polarization after reflection off the un-
derwater bottom surface (a,c) and after transmission out of the
water (b,d) through the air-water-bottom system for sun angles
θs = 30
◦ (a,b) and 60◦ (c,d).
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1998). Aas & Højerslev (1999) suggest that there are significant variations in the
radiance distributions transmitted into the water within and outside Snell’s cone.
Horva´th & Varju´ (1995) further suggest that there are two distinct underwater
polarization patterns: again, one within Snell’s cone and one outside it. Kat-
tawar & Plass (1976) show from Monte Carlo simulations of optically thick media
that polarization is dependent entirely on the medium in which light travels and
while it approaches an asymptotic limit as depth increases, it cannot be ignored in
areas closer to surface boundaries where the radiance distribution is significantly
affected. As with the BRDF (see Sec. 4.9), the shallower the water depth, the
greater the relative differences in the path lengths that light travels in the medium
and the greater the variation in the Stokes parameters.
In actual measurements, the change in polarization comes from the variabil-
ity within the scattering media rather than from the change in surface roughness.
However, if the surface indeed induces any polarization effects and its roughness
determines a variation in the path lengths of light reflected from it then the polar-
ization is not independent of that roughness (although, indeed the effect is separa-
ble, Wellems et al. 2006). Polarization is still expected to be at a maximum around
the anti-solar direction (Fig. 4.18(b,d)). With this in mind, direct effects from the
scattering medium and indirect ones from the surface can be derived by looking at
the polarization in the anti-solar direction above the water surface. Also, as the
incidence angle increases, the region of maximum polarization is expected to move
away from the specular peak and this is where any effect from in-water scattering
is expected to be the most pronounced (Takashima & Masuda 1985, Kattawar &
Adams 1989). Furthermore, polarization due to surface reflection or transmission
has been observed by Wellems et al. (2006) to be reduced by surface roughness
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at scales close to the wavelength of radiation. There are two sources of polariza-
tion: sunlight that is randomly polarized but polarized at first interaction with
the air-water interface and polarization by scattering in the atmosphere and in the
water volume. The first we have already discussed, the second we have ignored. A
polarization peak at 90◦ from the direction of light propagation can be expected
if Rayleigh scattering by atmospheric and oceanic particles were included (Water-
man 1954). Skylight polarization underwater vanishes with increasing depth or
turbidity. However, in optically shallow water, polarization has been observed to
be similar to the pattern from the sky, except, of course, that it falls within Snell’s
window (Waterman 1954, Horva´th & Varju´ 1995). Ignoring skylight polarization
is a limitation for this model if used for passive imaging systems that are viewing
far enough away that the roughness effects are washed out.
If the incident radiation on the system is randomly polarized, as we assume,
the polarization begins as the light interacts with the water surface and can be
explained by looking at the orientation of the emerging polarization ellipse, which
to recall from Eq. 4.90 is a function of the ratio of the third and second Stokes
parameters of the light,
ψ = 0.5 tan−1
U
Q
, (4.140)
see Fig. 4.19 for the reflected and transmitted distributions. It is the same way for
the out-of-water polarization distribution in Fig. 4.20. The change in orientation
of the polarization ellipse emerges entirely from light interacting with the surfaces
(Kattawar & Adams 1989). At the point of transmission out of the water the
orientation of the polarization ellipse can be expected to be at small angles to the
horizontal with a local maximum in the direction of backscattering towards the
in-water transmission direction (Fig. 4.20(b,d)). The reader is cautioned against
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confusing the orientation of the polarization ellipse and the ellipticity of the Stokes
parameters (e.g., Kattawar & Adams 1989, Meyers 2002, Tyo et al. 2006). We are
referring here to the orientation of the ellipse with respect to a reference axis
perpendicular to the plane of light propagation. To be useful to any observer,
the current bases need to be transformed to align with the viewing axis (e.g.,
Matchko & Gerhart 2005). Again, the current results are limited by the fact that
attenuation along the paths of light is ignored and so there are no roughness effects
on polarization.
Matchko & Gerhart (2005) show that information on both the degree of po-
larization and the orientation of the polarization ellipse can drastically improve
information extracted about surfaces and their curvature. Furthermore, Stagg &
Charalampopoulos (1991) show that the components of the (complex) index of
refraction of a material can be determined from the polarized radiance compo-
nents. However, Wellems et al. (2006) show that this approach will be in error
if the roughness of the surface affects its reflectance significantly, e.g., when the
wavelength of radiation is close to the scale of the roughness.
From measurements made in the Californian coast, Fougnie et al. (1999) find
that the optimal viewing direction that reduces water surface reflection effects is
in the backscattering hemisphere off the solar plane, ideally at an azimuth dis-
tance from the sun of 45◦ and at zenith directions approaching Brewster’s angle
(∼ 45◦), measuring with a vertical polarizer. However, water surface transmission
effects that cause focusing of light onto the underwater surface (not a BRDF ef-
fect!) that may significantly affect the underwater upwelling light field (Timofeeva
1957, Ivanov & Prikhach 1976, Voss et al. 2003) is not eliminated by this viewing
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Figure 4.19: Orientation of the polarization ellipse after reflection off (a,c)
and transmission through (b,d) the water surface for sun angles
θs = 30
◦ (a,b) and 60◦ (c,d).
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Figure 4.20: Orientation of the polarization ellipse after reflection off the
underwater bottom surface (a,c) and after transmission out of
the water (b,d) through the air-water-bottom system for sun
angles θs = 30
◦ (a,b) and 60◦ (c,d).
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orientation but is averaged out for rough surfaces, see Chap. 3 and Zaneveld &
Boss (2003).
4.11 Summary
We have studied the behavior of the specular component of reflection for an air-
water-bottom system. The model includes specific alignment of the solar, wind
roughness and bottom roughness planes along any azimuth. Geometric optics
applies and the vector descriptions are described in detail. Instead of defining
the surfaces analytically, they are expressed statistically. The water surface has
a slope distribution that has been empirically derived elsewhere (Cox & Munk
1954, 1956) and the bottom surface is a statistical parametrization of the analytic
surface expression. The radiance plots are purely of the specular component. They
are indicative of the probability that a facet is oriented in a certain direction to
produce the effects expected. As such, scintillation (sparkle) effects are implied and
not modeled. The option to include a theoretical description of sky illumination
distribution is included but results presented here only show illumination by the
sun as a point in a black sky. Analysis of effects of sun and sky illumination
variations will be included future investigations.
Specular reflections are useful, for example, in computer graphics for rendering
natural water surfaces (e.g., He et al. 1991, Premozˇe & Ashikhmin 2001), in illu-
mination engineering (e.g., Wynn 2000a,b), and to determine surface optical prop-
erties (e.g., Stagg & Charalampopoulos 1991, Matchko & Gerhart 2005, Wellems
et al. 2006). With some simplifying assumptions, we find that the peak around the
specular direction is indeed caused by the specular component of the surface and is
an artifact of the geometrical variability of the surface, not of the optical property
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of the surface. The intensity of the light emerging from the system changes with
surface roughness and approaches the horizon with increased incidence angle. No
roughness effects in polarization are perceptible due to the fact that the effective
Mueller matrices used merely shift the phase of the light (an ocean water Mueller
matrix such as that empirically by Kokhanovsky 2003 could be used to enhance
the effects of surface roughness). We expect, however, that significant effects will
arise if absorption is included in the model.
CHAPTER 5
EPILOGUE
In this brief closing chapter, we summarize our conclusions, reiterate the limi-
tations of the approaches described in this work and investigate their potential for
future improvements that may lead to investigations with applications outside the
field of ocean optics.
5.1 Conclusions
One of the motivating issues addressed in this work is how the reflectance of a
submerged underwater surface changes with roughness and how that change might
affect remote observations. Since remote sensing in shallow water environments
is most often done with nadir or near-nadir viewing, Part I (Chap. 2) considers
an instrument viewing at nadir with sun-only illumination at varying incidence
angles. The results indicate that the observed radiance from the underwater surface
decreases substantially as roughness increases, but that there is very little change
in the spectral character of the radiation. What spectral differences appear are
small and are primarily due to the increase in the water optical path due to the
roughened surface. For the cases discussed here, there are virtually no spectral
effects on the surface reflectance as roughness changes even when second order
reflections are considered.
The implication is that observations of bathymetry would be adversely affected
if only one spectral band is used to extract depth or infer shape. If radiance
decreases as depth increases, a rough area would appear deeper than a flat surface
of the same material. On the other hand, it might be possible to develop a spectral
algorithm to extract both depth and bottom type using several spectral bands. It
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might even be possible to make some estimate of bottom roughness. For example,
assuming that the water is homogeneous, consider the following four situations:
1. A flat bottom of the same material at different depths. In this case a single
band would be sufficient to extract depth.
2. A bottom of the same material at the same depth, but with varying rough-
ness. The brightness of the bottom would vary but the color would be close
to invariant.
3. A bottom of the same material, now at different depths and varying rough-
ness. Its brightness would change with both depth and roughness. If, how-
ever, the change is due to depth alone, then the spectral change is controlled
entirely by the spectral variation induced by attenuation in the water.
4. Different bottoms of homogeneous material, at different depths and varying
roughness. If the spectral character shows invariance then the brightness
change is due to depth differences. If any spectral variation is perceptible
and if it is different from what may be expected from the water type, then
it is probably due to a change in bottom type.
The spectral invariance of the bottom as the roughness changes at a particular
depth has only been considered for the case in which the roughness is small relative
to the water depth. If the bottom undulations are large relative to the depth (i.e.,
a ≈ z in Fig. 2.1), the variations in optical path through the water could result in
significant spectral differences.
Another finding is that second order reflections contribute weakly to the overall
reflectance even for the roughest, but diffuse, surface considered. It is important
to note that the surface roughness is modeled from a single-valued function and is
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intended to mimic a relatively smoothly varying bottom. For very rough underwa-
ter surfaces, say, a coral reef, a seagrass bed, or a bottom covered with large rocks,
higher order reflections might become more important and the spectral character
of the bottom might have a more observable effect.
Finally, shadowing and obscuration result in significant changes in the magni-
tude of the reflectance that would have a more predictable, albeit non-Lambertian,
effect otherwise. These will be significant for underwater observations at large
viewing angles and so are likely to be insignificant for above-water, nadir-viewing
instruments.
From results in Part II (Chap. 3), the nadir-viewing reflectance change is
strongly dependent on the amplitude-to-period ratio of the defining waveform of
the surface but very little on the relative distance between the surface and a de-
tector of fixed viewing half-angle. The deviation away from the nadir-viewing
Lambertian value varies wildly with increasing roughness in the near field but ap-
proaches a stable limit when the detector is far enough away from the surface.
This information may be useful when the effective roughness dimension is larger
than the instrument field of view, i.e., when the surface is in the near field. For a
submerged surface in clear shallow water near-field effects will be apparent through
the air-water interface and the observed reflectance may not be easily related to a
far-field value.
The way the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) changes
with roughness is of primary concern for in-water observations, but has interesting
implications for remote sensing farther afield. It appears that the darkening of a
surface observed by a remote system is due to the redistribution of light into the
retroreflection and forward scattering directions, both of which have been observed
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in laboratory experiments. The retroreflection peak is common to all diffuse but
rough surfaces. One implication of the variation in the BRDF is that bottom
roughness effects are more detectable in the retroreflection direction but, unlike
the nadir-viewing situation, reflectance should increase with increasing roughness.
This suggests that a dual-direction sensing system may be able to distinguish
roughness variations more effectively than a nadir-viewing instrument alone. The
increase in retroreflectance and the decrease in nadir reflectance with roughness
is expected to be highly correlated. Again, if roughness and only roughness (not
depth or bottom type) is changing, then the spectral variations should be minimal.
Finally, the behavior of specular reflections from a system with rough surfaces
is studied. Part III (Chap. 4) is a preliminary attempt to separate the effects
of the distribution of specular reflectance from that of diffuse reflectance. The
formulation using Mueller matrices and Stokes vectors includes polarization effects
that could not have easily been handled using other formulations. While this
effort did not produce any remarkably new results, the model predictions did meet
expectations and matched published observations and Monte Carlo simulations.
The intensity of light emerging from the system is expected to carry the effects of
all the roughness interactions. The speckle area increases with increasing surface
roughness as its peak moves toward the horizon faster than the specular direction
with increasing sun angle. With absorption ignored, however, there is negligible
change in the polarization patterns.
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5.2 Limitations
“My sense of smell is far more sensitive than my sense of sight. I
wish I could smell the polarization of light.”
Wendy in 2007
The limitations encountered are consequences of the simplifications that make
the problems more tractable. In the two-dimensional model, all the scattering
happens in the solar plane and although the largest greatest changes are expected
to happen here, the orientation of remote sensing systems in the natural environ-
ment cannot always happen along this alignment, nor are the surfaces of interest
conveniently aligned. The extension into three dimensions is a step that remedies
this as well as facilitates the analysis of the full hemispherical distribution of reflec-
tion and transmission directions. The symmetry along the solar plane, however,
facilitates the analysis of the reflectance distributions, so even as the directions of
the water surface and bottom surface roughness are allowed to be aligned away
from the solar plane none of those results are analyzed here.
Light is assumed to be collimated but incoherent; no interference effects are
allowed. Except for a brief inclusion of sand reflectance in the visible range, spec-
tral variations in the system have been ignored and so no cross-spectral effects
could have been observed (e.g., the aureole effect; Minnaert 1948, Luchinin &
Sergiyevskiy 1986, Walker 1994, p. 502). Factors that may be significant to the
change of the apparent reflectance of a submerged underwater surface but that
have been ignored include: diffraction (Hoover & Gamiz 2006), volume scattering,
absorption and total internal reflection (Plass et al. 1975). Another simplifying
assumption is the random polarization of the incident light. While this is a rea-
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sonable assumption for sunlight, light from the sky almost always is somewhat
polarized.
In terms of surface geometry, our realizations have been confined to sinusoids,
except for the randomized slope distribution of the water surface. Although we
can account for shadowing and obscuration the surface must be a single-valued,
differentiable function. Thus, we cannot model surfaces with cavities, fall offs or
sharp edges. Furthermore, the technique of representing the surface of interest
by a point in space with a variation of tilts does not hold any spatial memory.
A point on the surface does not know whether a point adjacent to is tilted in
some way as to be able to contribute to interreflections, for example. Where there
is some spatial memory, the model is simplified so that the detector only looks
straight down at the surface and so no bidirectional reflectance distribution can be
constructed. No inhomogeneities have been allowed on the surfaces, and thus our
model surfaces can hardly be said to mimic the material characteristics of realistic
natural surfaces.
No effort has been made to model the overall reflectance change due to, say,
first and second order reflections, or both the diffuse and specular components of
reflectance together. Although the dissection may facilitate an understanding of
the different factors affecting light by separating their effects out, it does not help
provide a stronger intuition on what may actually be happening in the natural
environment. Furthermore, not all the light lost in the system due to roughness
by shadowing or obscuration and interreflections are accounted for.
The results of the reflectance and polarization distributions are presented on
generalized polar plots. Depending on the location of the detector and the ori-
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entation of its optical axes, the distributions may be distorted and thus may be
slightly misleading.
5.3 Future prospects
“To infinity, and beyond!”
Buzz Lightyear
The apparent reflectance of a surface is a function also of illumination condi-
tions, among other things, and in the natural environment this is dominated by
sun and sky contributions. Many aspects of these illumination sources are well-
known and theoretical expressions have been derived. Effects of the variability in
illumination will be included in future investigations of reflectance changes from
both diffuse and specular but rough surfaces.
An almost-ready question to consider is how absorption might affect the polar-
ization of a system such as an air-water-bottom system. How can absorption, as a
pathlength problem, be included in a model that does not have spatial memory?
Is it even possible? Using the approach in Part III, how different would the diffuse
behavior of a submerged rough surface be? The inclusion of a diffuse component
would be an increase in the problem dimension but it is expected to be a trivial
step. An important supplement though is to compare theoretical results with some
measurements, be it of the diffuseness or specular reflectance property or polar-
ization effects of a surface. At the next opportunity, a few more questions will be
addressed:
1. How can polarizers be used to discriminate surfaces?
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2. Is there an optimum polarization angle that would provide the most infor-
mation?
3. Is it possible to derive surface roughness given a reflectance map?
4. What is the importance of the orientation of the polarization ellipse, and
how can this be manipulated in active sensing to enhance the information
about the surface from the radiance in a scene?
APPENDIX A
RELEVANT CALCULUS
Physicists and engineers tend to make liberal use of the approxima-
tion of ∆x by dx.
Larson et al., 2006, in Calculus with Analytic Geometry
A.1 Open extended formula for integration
The following is an open “extended” formula with the same order as Simpson’s
rule:∫ xN
x1
f(x)dx =h
[
55
24
f2 − 1
6
f3 +
11
8
f4 + f5 + f6 + f7 + . . .+ fN−5
+ fN−4 +
11
8
fN−3 − 1
6
fN−2 +
55
24
fN−1
]
+O
(
1
N4
)
. (A.1)
It is taken from Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN 77 by Press et al. (1992), avail-
able online at http://www.nr.com.
A.2 Mean Value Theorem for double integration
Let R be an elementary region in R2. Furthermore, let f be a continuous function
in R then there exists a point (x0, y0) in R such that∫∫
R
f(x, y) dx dy = f(x0, y0)A(R) , (A.2)
where the area of R is given by∫∫
R
dx dy = A(R) , (A.3)
and f(x0, y0) gives the mean value of the function.
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A.3 Straubel’s invariant
Let n1 and n2 be the indices of refraction of the first and second medium, respec-
tively. Furthermore, let χ1 be the incidence angle and χ2 the transmission angle,
both with respect to the surface facet normal, ~rn, in the reflection-transmission
plane. Squaring both sides of Snell’s law (used in Eqs. 2.27, 2.28, 4.57, 4.59, 4.79)
gives
n1
2 sin2 χ1 = n2
2 sin2 χ2 . (A.4)
Taking the differentials with respect to χ1 and χ2 on either side, we have
n1
2
(
2 cosχ1 sinχ2
)
dχ1 = n2
2
(
2 cosχ2 sinχ2
)
dχ2 (A.5)
n1
2 cosχ1 sinχ1 dχ1 = n2
2 cosχ2 sinχ2 dχ2 . (A.6)
Recall that any given direction in the global reference system is indicated by the
angle pair (θ, φ), where θ is the angle from zenith (positive z-axis) and φ the
azimuth (from the x-axis). A differential element of solid angle Ω(θ, φ) about
(θ, φ) is given by
dΩ(θ, φ) = sin θ dθ dφ . (A.7)
If the reflection-transmission plane were aligned with the solar plane (φ = 0 or
pi) then θ = χ and the reflection solid angle and the transmission solid angle are
respectively given by
dΩ1 = sinχ1 dχ1 dφ1 (A.8)
and
dΩ2 = sinχ2 dχ2 dφ2 . (A.9)
Substituting into Eq. A.6,
n1
2 cosχ1
dΩ1
dχ1 dφ1
dχ1 = n2
2 cosχ2
dΩ2
dχ2 dφ2
dχ2 , (A.10)
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however φ1 = φ2, so that
n1
2 cosχ1 dΩ1 = n2
2 cosχ2 dΩ2 (A.11)
dΩ1 =
(
n2
n1
)2
cosχ2
cosχ1
dΩ2 . (A.12)
This final equation is known as Straubel’s invariant. It relates the change in the
size of the solid angle through transmission from the first medium to the second
medium to the indices of refraction and the cosine of the reflection and transmission
angles. A simple proof using the Jacobian matrix is given by, e.g., Germer (2003,
Eq. 15).
A.4 Extension of the vector triple product
Let the unit vectors ~a, ~b and ~c that share the same origin lie on a plane. Let the
vectors be located respective to each other so that a normal to the plane can be
described by ~a × ~b and ~b × ~c, pointing in the same direction. If θab is the angle
between ~a and ~b and θbc between ~b and ~c, then in general the unit normal vector
to the plane from the origin is
~a×~b∥∥~a∥∥∥∥~b∥∥ sin θab =
~b× ~c∥∥~b∥∥∥∥~c∥∥ sin θbc . (A.13)
The vectors are of unit length so
~a×~b
sin θab
=
~b× ~c
sin θbc
. (A.14)
If any two of the vectors ~a, ~b and ~c are known and the angles θab and θbc can
be determined, then we can solve for the third vector. Say ~b is unknown, then a
vector on the plane can be described by
~b×
(
~a×~b
sin θab
)
= ~b×
(
~b× ~c
sin θbc
)
. (A.15)
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This is an extension of the use of the vector triple product, and with a little algebra
~b is determined thus:
1
sin θab
[
~b× (~a×~b)
]
=
1
sin θbc
[
~b× (~b× ~c)
]
(A.16)
1
sin θab
[
(~b ·~b)~a− (~b · ~a)~b
]
=
1
sin θbc
[
(~b · ~c)~b− (~b ·~b)~c
]
(A.17)
(
1
sin θab
)
~a−
(
1
sin θab
cos θab
)
~b =
(
1
sin θbc
cos θbc
)
~b−
(
1
sin θbc
)
~c (A.18)
(
cos θbc
sin θbc
+
cos θab
sin θab
)
~b =
(
1
sin θab
)
~a−
(
1
sin θbc
)
~c (A.19)
~b =
1
cot θbc + cot θab
[(
sec θab
)
~a− ( sec θbc)~c] . (A.20)
APPENDIX B
SOME MATLAB PROGRAMS
B.1 Far-field reflectance
The Matlab function reffar.m as developed and described in Sec. 3.5.
function f = refffar(ths,phs,a,L);
% REFFFAR returns the percent reflectance
% of an egg-carton surface compared with
% a flat surface, where
% THS is the incoming zenith incidence angle,
% PHS the incoming azimuth incidence angle,
% A the amplitude of the waveform, and
% L the length of the waveform.
%
% Written by W. R. Clavano, 04 October 2006,
% revised 18 October 2006, 23 April 2007.
% Example:
% f = refffar(10,90,0.2,1.1);
% Incidence direction:
ths = deg2rad(ths);
phs = deg2rad(phs);
% Vector representation:
xs = sin(ths)*cos(phs);
ys = sin(ths)*sin(phs);
zs = cos(ths);
% Taking the dot product of the incidence angle
% and the normal at each point on the surface
% divided by the product of their lengths:
F = @(x,y) (-a*xs*2*pi/L*cos(2*pi/L*x).*cos(2*pi/L*y)./ ...
sqrt(1 + (a*2*pi/L*cos(2*pi/L*x).*cos(2*pi/L*y)).^2 +...
(a*2*pi/L*sin(2*pi/L*x).*sin(2*pi/L*y)).^2)) +...
(a*ys*2*pi/L*sin(2*pi/L*x).*sin(2*pi/L*y)./ ...
sqrt(1 + (a*2*pi/L*cos(2*pi/L*x).*cos(2*pi/L*y)).^2 +...
(a*2*pi/L*sin(2*pi/L*x).*sin(2*pi/L*y)).^2)) + ...
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(1*zs./sqrt(1 + (a*2*pi/L*cos(2*pi/L*x).*cos(2*pi/L*y)).^2 +...
(a*2*pi/L*sin(2*pi/L*x).*sin(2*pi/L*y)).^2));
xmin = -10*L;
xmax = 10*L;
ymin = -10*L;
ymax = 10*L;
AS = (xmax - xmin)*(ymax - ymin);
f = dblquad(F,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax)/AS;
B.2 Near-field reflectance
The Matlab function refnear.m as developed and described in Sec. 3.6.
function f = reffnear(ths,phs,a,L,r1,r2,r3);
% REFFNEAR returns the percent reflectance
% of an egg-carton surface compared with
% a flat surface in the NEAR FIELD, where
% THS is the incoming zenith incidence angle,
% PHS the incoming azimuth incidence angle,
% A the amplitude of the waveform, and
% L the length of the waveform;
% (R1,R2,R3) provide the location of the
% detector in Cartesian space.
%
% Written by W. R. Clavano, 17 October 2006.
% Example:
% f = reffnear(10,90,0.2,1.1,1.1/3,0,6);
ths = deg2rad(ths);
phs = deg2rad(phs);
xs = sin(ths)*cos(phs);
ys = sin(ths)*sin(phs);
zs = cos(ths);
thd = 5; thd = deg2rad(thd); % Detector half-angle.
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r = r3*tan(thd);
pp = 100;
qq = 100;
dX = 2*r/pp;
X = linspace(2*r/pp,(r1 + r) - 2*r/pp, ...
pp - 1)’;
Y2 = r2 + sqrt(r^2 - (X - r1).^2);
Y1 = r2 - sqrt(r^2 - (X - r1).^2);
dY = 1/qq*(Y2 - Y1);
Y = repmat(dY,[1,qq - 1]) + 1/(qq - 2)* ...
(Y2 - 2/qq*(Y2 - Y1))*[0:qq - 2];
X = repmat(X,1,qq - 1);
t = (-2*pi/L*a*sin(ths)*cos(phs)*cos(2*pi/L*X).*cos(2*pi/L*Y))./...
sqrt(1 + (2*pi/L*a*cos(2*pi/L*X).*cos(2*pi/L*Y)).^2 + ...
(-2*pi/L*a*sin(2*pi/L*X).*sin(2*pi/L*Y)).^2) + ...
(2*pi/L*a*sin(ths)*sin(phs)*sin(2*pi/L*X).*sin(2*pi/L*Y))./...
sqrt(1 + (2*pi/L*a*cos(2*pi/L*X).*cos(2*pi/L*Y)).^2 + ...
(-2*pi/L*a*sin(2*pi/L*X).*sin(2*pi/L*Y)).^2) + ...
(cos(ths))./ ...
sqrt(1 + (2*pi/L*a*cos(2*pi/L*X).*cos(2*pi/L*Y)).^2 + ...
(-2*pi/L*a*sin(2*pi/L*X).*sin(2*pi/L*Y)).^2);
dY = repmat(dY,1,qq - 1);
tdY = t.*dY;
Oqq = repmat([55/24,-1/6,11/8,ones(1, ...
qq - 6 - 1),11/8,-1/6,55/24], ...
[pp - 1,1]);
Opp = [55/24,-1/6,11/8,ones(1, ...
pp - 6 - 1),11/8,-1/6,55/24]’;
sumtdY = sum(Oqq.*tdY,2);
AX = dX*sumtdY;
f = sum(Opp.*AX);
f = f/(pi*r^2);
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B.3 Theoretical sky luminance distributions
The standard from ISO (2004) provides the luminance distribution in terms of the
ratio relative to the value at zenith:
La
Lz
=

1 + c∗
(
exp
{
d∗
[
cos−1
(
cos θs cos θk
+ sin θs sin θk cos |φk − φs|
)]}
exp
[
d∗
pi
2
] )
+ e∗ cos2
[
cos−1 (cos θs cos θk sin θs sin θk cos |φk − φs|)
]

{
1 + c∗
[
exp (d∗θs)− exp
(
d∗
pi
2
) ]
+ e∗ cos2 θs
}
{1 + a∗ exp b∗}
, (B.1)
where the polar angle pair (θk, φk) represents the direction of the source from a
hemispherical sky and a∗, b∗, c∗, d∗ and e∗ are constants with values given in the
program below. For our purpose, we normalize the sky radiance to the brightest
point in the sky (most often in the direction of the sun):
Lsky(θk, φk) =
La
Lz
max
(
La
Lz
) . (B.2)
The following is the Matlab function called skylumdist.m that returns the
normalized sky luminance distribution, Lsky:
function F = skylumdist(zeta_s,alpha_s,dome,tinc,pinc,skytype);
% SKYLUMDIST returns the relative sky luminance distribution given
% ZETA_S angle from vertical (zenith) [degrees],
% ALPHA_S angle from north (azimuth) [degrees],
% DOME output type: 0 for polar plot or 1 for spherical plot,
% TINC increment for zenith angles [degrees], and
% PINC increment for azimuth angles [degrees].
%
% Example: La_Lz = skylumdist(30,90,1,10,2);
%
% Written by W. R. Clavano, 06 April 2005.
% Based on Standard No. 15469, ‘‘Spatial distribution of
% daylight--CIE standard general sky’’, International
% Organization for Standardization (ISO),
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% Geneva, Switzerland. Second edition. ISO 15469:2004(E).
%
% Much gratitude to Mary Patterson at the Cornell University
% Engineering Library for help in acquiring a copy of the
% standard.
skytypes = strvcat( ...
’1: CIE Standard Overcast Sky, Steep luminance gradation
towards zenith, azimuthal uniformity’, ...
’2: Overcast, with steep luminance gradation and slight
brightening towards the sun’, ...
’3: Overcast, moderately graded with azimuthal uniformity’, ...
’4: Overcast, moderately graded and slight brightening towards
the sun’, ...
’5: Sky of uniform luminance’, ...
’6: Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, slight
brightening towards the sun’, ...
’7: Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, brighter
circumsolar region’, ...
’8: Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, distinct
solar corona’, ...
’9: Partly cloudy, with the sun obscured’, ...
’10: Partly cloudy, with brighter circumsolar region’, ...
’11: White-blue sky with distinct solar corona’, ...
’12: CIE Standard Clear Sky, low luminance turbidity’, ...
’13: CIE Standard Clear Sky, polluted atmosphere’, ...
’14: Cloudless turbid sky with broad solar corona’, ...
’15: White-blue turbid sky with broad solar corona’, ...
’16: Standard Overcast Sky of CIE S003/E-1996’);
disp(’Sky types as defined in the ISO 15469 standard:’)
disp(skytypes)
skytype = input(’Enter sky type: ’);
if isempty(skytype)
skytype = 1;
end
if nargin < 5, pinc = 2; end
if nargin < 4, tinc = 10; end
skyparameters = skyparameters; % input parameters for sky types
[theta,phi] = meshgrid([0.5:tinc:360,0.5]*pi/180, ...
[0.5:pinc:90,89]*pi/180);
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gamma = phi;
zeta = pi/2 - gamma;
alpha = 2*pi - theta;
if dome == 0
[xc,yc] = pol2cart(alpha,zeta);
else
[x,y,z] = sph2cart(alpha,zeta,ones(size(zeta)));
end
zeta_s = zeta_s*pi/180;
alpha_s = 2*pi - alpha_s*pi/180;
if dome==0,
[xcs,ycs] = pol2cart(alpha_s,zeta_s);
else
[xs,ys,zs] = sph2cart(alpha_s,pi/2 - zeta_s,1);
end
if skytype<16,
a = skyparameters(skytype,2);
b = skyparameters(skytype,3);
c = skyparameters(skytype,4);
d = skyparameters(skytype,5);
e = skyparameters(skytype,6);
chi = acos(cos(zeta_s)*cos(zeta) + sin(zeta_s)*sin(zeta).* ...
cos(abs(alpha - alpha_s)));
phiz = zeros(size(zeta));
phiz(zeta~=pi/2) = 1 + a*exp(b./cos(zeta(zeta~=pi/2)));
phiz(zeta==pi/2) = 1;
phi0 = 1+ a*exp(b);
fchi = zeros(size(chi));
fchi = 1 + c*(exp(d*chi) - exp(d*pi/2)) + e*cos(chi).^2;
fzs = 1 + c*(exp(d*zeta_s) - exp(d*pi/2)) + e*cos(zeta_s)^2;
La_Lz =fchi.*phiz./(fzs*phi0);
else
La_Lz = (1 + 2*sin(gamma))/3;
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end
F = La_Lz./max(max(La_Lz));
figurex = figure;
if dome==0,
[C,h] = contourf(xc,yc,F,15);
for i = 1:length(h);
set(h(i),’LineStyle’,’none’)
end
hold on,
plot3(xcs,ycs,max(max(F)),’ko’)
plot(0,0,’k+’)
view([-180,90])
htitle = title(char(cellstr(skytypes(skytype,:))));
set(htitle,’Position’, ...
[-0.004988904409823913,1.8359254267187832, ...
23.145740219070138], ...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’center’)
text(1.5,-1,’\uparrow N’,’Position’, ...
[0.07483,-1.686,23.145740219070138])
text(1.75,0,strcat(’Sun(\theta,\pphi) = (’, ...
num2str(zeta_s*180/pi),’,’, ...
num2str((2*pi - alpha_s)*180/pi),’)’), ...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,’Position’, ...
[1.601,-1.327,23.145740219070138]);
axis off
else
surf(x,y,z,F);
shading interp
hold on,
plot3(xs,ys,zs,’Color’,[0.5,0.5,0.5], ...
’Marker’,’o’,’MarkerFaceColor’,’w’)
view([-180,90])
htitle = title(char(cellstr(skytypes(skytype,:))));
axis off
end
axis equal
axis tight
grid off
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hbar = colorbar;
axes(hbar)
title(’L_{a}/L_{z} [Rel Units]’,’Parent’,hbar)
set(gcf,’Color’,’none’)
function skyparameters = skyparameters;
skyparameters = [ ...
1.0000 4.0000 -0.7000 0 -1.0000 0
2.0000 4.0000 -0.7000 2.0000 -1.5000 0.1500
3.0000 1.1000 -0.8000 0 -1.0000 0
4.0000 1.1000 -0.8000 2.0000 -1.5000 0.1500
5.0000 0 -1.0000 0 -1.0000 0
6.0000 0 -1.0000 2.0000 -1.5000 0.1500
7.0000 0 -1.0000 5.0000 -2.5000 0.3000
8.0000 0 -1.0000 10.0000 -3.0000 0.4500
9.0000 -1.0000 -0.5500 2.0000 -1.5000 0.1500
10.0000 -1.0000 -0.5500 5.0000 -2.5000 0.3000
11.0000 -1.0000 -0.5500 10.0000 -3.0000 0.4500
12.0000 -1.0000 -0.3200 10.0000 -3.0000 0.4500
13.0000 -1.0000 -0.3200 16.0000 -3.0000 0.3000
14.0000 -1.0000 -0.1500 16.0000 -3.0000 0.3000
15.0000 -1.0000 -0.1500 24.0000 -2.8000 0.1500];
APPENDIX C
LIMITS AND APPROXIMATIONS
C.1 The limit of the transmission function
What is the limit of the transmission function of a dielectric interface as the inci-
dence angle approaches the refracted angle?
The transmission function determines the ratio of the amount of (randomly
polarized) light that is transmitted through the boundary of two different media,
the rest is assumed to be reflected off the surface. In our case, we are interested
in the boundary between air and water, where light travels in air and hits the wa-
ter surface and is subsequently refracted into the water. This function is defined
by considering linearly polarized light of which the electric vectors are perpen-
dicular and parallel to the plane of incidence with a surface and can be found in
any standard optics textbook. (For partially polarized incident skylight, consider
the transmissivity of the air-water interface as given by Horva´th & Varju´ 1995,
Appendix C.)
For our purpose, we define a relative index of refraction of the medium to
air: n = n2/n1. Using Snell’s law the angle at transmission is given by θt =
sin−1 (n sin θi), where θi is the angle the light makes on the water surface relative
to the normal. The transmission function is given by
τ(θi, θt) = 1−
{
0.5
[
sin(θt − θi)
sin(θt + θi)
]2
+ 0.5
[
tan(θt − θi)
tan(θt + θi)
]2}
(C.1)
What is the limit of this function when θi approaches θt? For the sine and tangent
functions, the limit goes to zero.
Consider the fraction involving the sine functions first. The limit of both the
numerator and denominator goes to zero. Applying l’Hoˆpital’s rule, which states
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that the limit of the ratio of two functions is equal to the limit of the ratio of the
rates of change of the functions, we have
lim
θi→θt
sin(θt − θi)
sin(θt + θi)
= lim
θi→θt
[
cos(θt − θi)
cos(θt + θi)
(θ′t − 1)
(θ′t + 1)
]
. (C.2)
The cosine identities
cos(θt − θi) = cos θt cos θi + sin θt sin θi (C.3)
and
cos(θt + θi) = cos θt cos θi − sin θt sin θi (C.4)
suggest that the limit of the fraction involving cosines goes to unity. Furthermore,
let u = n sin θi and θt = v = sin
−1 u, so that
dv =
du√
1− u2 (C.5)
and
θt
′ =
n cos θi√
1− n2 sin2 θi
. (C.6)
Substituting θt and θt
′ into Eq. C.2, we have
lim
θi→0
sin
[
sin−1(n sin θi)− θi
]
sin
[
sin−1(n sin θi) + θi
] = lim
θi→0
n cos θi√
1− n2 sin2 θi
− 1
n cos θi√
1− n2 sin2 θi
+ 1
(C.7)
= lim
θi→0
n cos θi −
√
1− n2 sin2 θi
n cos θi +
√
1− n2 sin2 θi
(C.8)
=
n− 1
n+ 1
. (C.9)
The limit is, quite nicely, dependent only on the relative index of refraction of
water to air.
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Similarly, we deal with the fraction involving tangent functions:
lim
θi→θt
tan(θt − θi)
tan(θt + θi)
= lim
θi→θt
[
sec2(θt − θi)
sec2(θt + θi)
(θ′t − 1)
(θ′t + 1)
]
(C.10)
= lim
θi→θt

θ′t − 1
cos2(θt − θi)
θ′t + 1
cos2(θt + θi)
 . (C.11)
The limit of the square of each of the cosine functions goes to unity. Again we are
left with the form on the right-hand side of Eq. C.9 and get the same limit. Thus,
the limit of the transmission function as the direction of incidence approaches the
transmission direction is
lim
θi→θt
τ(θi, θt) = 1−
[
0.5
(
n− 1
n+ 1
)2
+ 0.5
(
n− 1
n+ 1
)2]
= 1−
(
n− 1
n+ 1
)2
. (C.12)
C.2 The size of the source disk
Given an incidence direction at an angle χ from the facet normal at a point (x0, y0)
on the surface, the unit vector describing the incidence direction is expressed in
component form as
~r0(x0,y0) = 0~i− sinχ~j− cosχ~k . (C.13)
The unit normal vector at any point on the surface is
~rn(x0,y0) = −zx′~i− zy′~j + ~k , (C.14)
where zx′ = fx′(x0, y0) in the sense of Eq. 4.23 and zy′ = fy′(x0, y0) of Eq. 4.24. In
general, from the Fresnel equations the reflection direction in the scattering plane
is
~r1(x0,y0) = 0~i− sinχ~j + cosχ~k . (C.15)
The direction ~r0(x0,y0) is centered around 0 on the source “disk”, see Fig. C.1.
Initially, we consider it here for the solar disk but extend the concept for any other
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r0(x0,y0)
r0(x0,y0)
0
0
a
b
c
(x0,y0)
Figure C.1: Sketch of off-center source point.
source centered around a point in the sky. If we were to take a different point on
the source disk, say 0′, the incidence direction at (x0, y0) would change to ~r0′(x0,y0).
Let the new point 0′ be a distance c away from 0. Using the global reference plane,
an observer at (x0, y0) could perceive this change as an azimuthal rotation through
a and a change in tilt of approximately an angle b.
Recall that the directional vectors are of unit length. The azimuthal shift at
an angle a can be approximated by the projected distance a on the solar disk as
viewed from (x0, y0), see Fig. C.2, assuming that a is very small. This can also be
approximated by the vector
~a = a~i + 0~j + 0~k . (C.16)
The change in tilt b is represented by transforming ~r0(x0,y0) a projected distance
of approximately b as observed from (x0, y0) in Fig. C.3. Using the small-angle
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(x0,y0)
a
a
ra(x0,y0)
rb(x0,y0)
Figure C.2: Estimating the distance a between two points on a source disk.
approximation, where as b→ 0
cos b ≈ 1 (C.17)
and
sin b ≈ b . (C.18)
The horizontal displacement on the transformed incidence plane is
sinχ− sin(χ− b) (C.19)
sinχ− sinχ− b cosχ (C.20)
− b cosχ , (C.21)
and the vertical displacement is
cos(χ− b)− cosχ (C.22)
cosχ+ b sinχ− cosχ (C.23)
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(x0,y0)
cosχ
sinχ
χ
cos(χ− b)
sin(χ− b)
b
b sinχ
b
r0(x0,y0)
rb(x0,y0)
rn(x0,y0)
−b cosχ
Figure C.3: Estimating the distance b between two points on a source disk.
b sinχ . (C.24)
This displacement can be described then by the vector
~b = 0~i− b cosχ~j + b sinχ~k . (C.25)
The total displacement c in Fig. C.3 can be described by the vector
~c = ~a+~b . (C.26)
and the transformed incidence vector from the center of the source disk 0 to a
point off-center at 0′ is
~r0′(x0,y0) = ~r0(x0,y0) + ~c
= a~i +
(− sinχ− b cosχ)~j + (− cosχ+ b sinχ)~k . (C.27)
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r0
χ
cosχ
rn
r1
−r0
cosχ
Figure C.4: Vector law of reflection.
Let the unit vectors be
~r0 the incidence vector,
~rn the normal vector, and
~r1 the reflection vector.
From the Fresnel equations, we have
~r1 − ~r0 =
(
2 cosχ
)
~rn , (C.28)
where χ is the angle of incidence in the plane of reflection, see Fig. C.4.
For the transformed incidence direction, using Eqs. C.15 and C.27, and factor-
ing out 2 cosχ,
~r1 − ~r0′ = −a~i + b cosχ~j +
(
2 cosχ− b sinχ)~k
=
(
2 cosχ
) [− a
2 cosχ
~i +
b cosχ
2 cosχ
~j +
(
2 cosχ
2 cosχ
− b sinχ
2 cosχ
)
~k
]
=
(
2 cosχ
) [− a
2 cosχ
~i +
b
2
~j +
(
1− b
2
tanχ
)
~k
]
. (C.29)
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Equating the components of the last line with those in Eq. C.14 we have
zx′ =
a
2 cosχ
(C.30)
zy′ = − b
2
, (C.31)
and the z-component checks out:
1 = 1− b
2
:
0
tanχ . (C.32)
Given we know the area of the region of sky (or source) of interest (see Eq. 4.51),
the area of the source disk that contributes to the input irradiance can thus be
approximated by ∫∫
dzx′ dzy′ =
1
4
secχ
∫∫
Rsky
da db
=
1
4
Areasky(a, b) secχ . (C.33)
Furthermore, to be able to integrate in the (θn, φn) coordinate system, a transfor-
mation of variables is required, thus∫∫
dθn dφn =
∫∫ ∣∣∣∣ ∂(θn, φn)∂(zx′ , zy′)
∣∣∣∣ dzx′ dzy′
=
cos3 θn
sin θn
1
4
Areasky(θn, φn) secχ . (C.34)
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